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OUR
PROMISE
THE FUTURE OF SUSTAINABILITY
A commitment to sustainability is the driving force behind innovation and

development at Fishpond. For us, that means a continued responsibility to
use our platform to protect clean water, healthy habitats, and the species

that define the wild places of our planet. With the release of our first product
utilizing recycled nylon fishing nets over a decade ago, Fishpond made a

promise to build a better tomorrow for the environment. This year, our 20th
anniversary, that meant continuing to search for alternatives in an effort to

develop new products without using new resources. Through an advanced
regeneration process, we are removing commercial fishing nets, carpets, and
other industrial waste from landfills and oceans, and leading the industry
toward a new standard. By choosing to integrate ECONYL® regenerated nylon

into our product line, we are redefining the way resources are consumed

in the production of our gear. Together with our line of Cyclepond recycled
fabrics, Fishpond continues to measure the success of our business by the

degree to which we create positive change for the future of the environment.
This is not the end of the journey, just a step along the way.

To our valued partnersThis year, as we celebrate our 20th anniversary, we want to show our appreciation to all of
our dealer partners, vendors, and those who have graciously joined us on this journey to
create a unique, American brand. Over the years, and with your support, we have crafted
a collection of products that have built a world-wide reputation for innovation through
unmatched function, style, and purpose. We are proud of this achievement, but most
importantly, we are grateful for the opportunity to use the voice of our brand for a far
greater purpose: protecting the natural world.
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When Fishpond was founded in 1999, we made a deliberate choice to disrupt the status
quo in the fly fishing and outdoor industry by designing products that pushed the
boundaries of color, material, and function. Fishpond’s signature drop-down fly benches,
one-size-fits-most vest designs, thermoformed features, and category leading concepts,
have all been emulated throughout the industry. However, we continue to lead our peers
in being first-to-market, and in many ways we feel we are just getting started.
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Product design alone does not define the Fishpond brand. As a certified B Corporation,
we passionately work to protect the natural resources that define much of our American
identity. We are a tribe of many, that values the journey of exploring on the water in far-off
lands, and in our own backyards. We love the natural world, but the species that depend
on its health are at risk. As such, it’s part of the fabric of our character to evaluate our goals
and align our purpose against the reality of a changing climate.
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Born and raised in Colorado, Fishpond is more than just a business; it is a creative medium,
through which we communicate our devotion to the planet. Our heartbeat lies at 8,200
feet in the shadows of the majestic Rocky Mountains at Otter Creek Ranch. Here at the
headwaters that feed our oceans, we are inspired to joyfully pursue the craft of developing
the most functional fly fishing and outdoor products in the world.
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We are 20 years young and the ideals of creativity and passion that Fishpond was founded
upon have not wavered since our first products hit the market all those years ago. Thank
you for joining us on the journey, and sharing in our vision to make a difference.
John Land Le Coq

Ben Kurtz

Will Kurtz

Front Cover:
Kristjan Danis, dodging the rain in search for high altitude Colorado cutthroats.

10,000 years in the making. Dawes Glacier, Alaska.

THUNDERHEAD SUBMERSIBLE BACKPACK

From big hikes into remote reaches of water or the urban commuter
landscape of the city, we keep your most important items completely
protected from the elements. This fully submersible backpack is one
of our toughest bags ever constructed, made with our bombproof
1680d TPU coated recycled Cyclepond nylon, a waterproof TIZIP
closure, and a sturdy harness system for a more comfortable carry.
This new pack is equipped to carry and protect everything you
could ever need for a day on the water. Whether in the boat rolling
through rapids or on your back bushwhacking along the banks, the
Thunderhead Submersible Backpack is sure to keep your cameras,
lunch and tackle dry. Explore with confidence knowing that the new
Thunderhead Submersible Backpack will shield all of your gear from
whatever Mother Nature throws your way!

1680D TPU
coated nylon Cyclepond fabric
21” x 12” x 9”
28L (1,648 Cu. In.)
2.8 LBS
TSB-Y (Yucca)
TSB-CO (Cutthroat Orange)
TSB-S (Shale)
TSB-RC (Riverbed Camo)
Imported
MSRP $299.95

• 1680D TPU coated nylon Cyclepond fabric
• Fully waterproof TIZIP® zipper closure on the main compartment
Riverbed Camo
Shale

• Water resistant zipper closure on the front pocket
• Lightweight foam shoulder strap, hip belt, and molded backpanel
• Hip belt is removable and can also be vertically adjusted for different torso lengths
• Coated webbing haul handle
• Coated webbing daisy chain and D-Ring on front panel for various
accessory attachments.
• One set of Fishpond gear straps (included) that can be positioned on
left or right side
• Coated webbing finger pull tabs for opening the TIZIP®
• Interior organization with one zippered pocket and one clear stash
pocket for small gear
• Compatible with many Fishpond chest packs with modular buckles on the
shoulder straps and hipbelt

Cutthroat Orange
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Yucca

Shown with Thunderhead Chest Pack (Not Included)
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THUNDERHEAD SUBMERSIBLE SLING

When you need quick access to all of your gear, sling this clean
design over your shoulder and charge into the elements. Built
for anglers who live life in the grit of the riverbed and demand
the most from their gear. Load your valuables in the roomy main
compartment, lock them behind the fully waterproof TIZIP®, and
submerse yourself into the environment. Anglers have gravitated
towards the sling pack as a great way to carry the day’s essentials
without having to sacrifice freedom of movement or comfort.
Constructed out of our bombproof 1680d TPU coated recycled
Cyclepond nylon, the Thunderhead Sling is just as ready for what
the day might bring as you are.
• 1680D TPU coated nylon Cyclepond fabric
• Fully waterproof TIZIP® zipper closure on the main compartment, in a new longer zipper
length
• Water resistant zipper closure on the front pocket
• Lightweight foam shoulder strap and backpanel
• Integrated net slot
• Interior organization with one zippered pocket, and one clear stash pocket for small gear
• Exterior Hypalon® tabs and reinforced cord loops for tool and accessory attachment

Riverbed Camo

• Coated webbing pull tabs for opening the TIZIP®
• VELCRO® and Hypalon® attachment points on shoulder strap
• One set of Fishpond gear straps (included)
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Yucca

Shale

1680D TPU
coated nylon Cyclepond fabric
16” x 9” x 7”
13L (793 Cu. In.)
1.5LBS
THS-Y (Yucca)
THS-S (Shale)
THS-RC (Riverbed Camo)
Imported
MSRP $229.95

THUNDERHEAD SUBMERSIBLE LUMBAR

Riverbed Camo

The Thunderhead Lumbar is a fully waterproof pack that is built
with your comfort and personal gear in mind, even when you
find yourself in the worst conditions. We designed this bag for
anglers who brave conditions in search of the moment when it
all goes off. The clean layout gives you a simple way to organize
your gear, which can range from high end cameras, boxes of hand
tied flies, to your peanut butter and jelly, all of which need to stay
dry. Not only does it deliver an airtight closure system with the
TIZIP® waterproof and submersible zipper, but it is also built for
all-day comfort with padding in all the right places. Constructed
out of our ultra tough 1680d TPU coated recycled Cyclepond nylon,
our Thunderhead is as tough as the name suggests. From deep
mountain canyons to the saltwater flats, the Thunderhead Lumbar
is built for your next big adventure.

1680D TPU
coated nylon Cyclepond fabric
13.5” x 9” x 5”
10L (610 Cu. In.)
1.65 lbs
TSL-Y (Yucca)
TSL-S (Shale)
TSL-RC (Riverbed Camo)
Imported
MSRP $229.95

• 1680D TPU coated nylon Cyclepond fabric
• Fully waterproof TIZIP® zipper closure on the main compartment
• Front stretch mesh pocket with zipper closure
• Lightweight foam backpanel and hipbelt
• Interior organization with one zippered pocket, and one clear
stash pocket for small gear
• Integrated net slot
• Exterior Hypalon® tabs and reinforced cord loops for tool and
accessory attachment
• Coated webbing pull tabs for opening the TIZIP®
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Padded shoulder strap pad with tool and accessory attachment
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Yucca

Shale
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THUNDERHEAD CHEST PACK

The Thunderhead Chest Pack delivers a waterproof carry system
created to purposefully load all of the essential gear for a day on
the water, including a net holster that seats your long or short
handled net perfectly. Bring along what you need, instead of what
you have. While it’s a great stand-alone piece, it also integrates
into our backpacks and can be lashed to your boat providing quick
secure storage for wet rides. Built out of our trusted 1680d TPU
coated recycled Cyclepond nylon, this clean chest pack is built to
protect your gear from the elements.

1680D TPU
coated nylon Cyclepond fabric

• 1680D TPU coated nylon Cyclepond fabric

MSRP $179.95

• Fully waterproof TIZIP zipper closure on the main compartment
• Front stretch mesh pocket with zipper closure
• Lightweight foam backpanel with integrated net slot for holding long or short handle
nets. Also a D-ring for those who prefer to use a net release
• Interior organization with one zippered pocket, and one clear stash pocket for small gear
• Exterior Hypalon tabs for tool and accessory attachment
• Coated webbing pull tabs for opening TIZIP
• 1.5 inch wide double reinforced webbing shoulder straps
• Modular buckles detach from the back harness and attach to any of our compatible
backpacks
• Multiple webbing adjustment points for easy fitting, and all excess webbing stows neatly
behind the pack.
• Designed so that it can be worn / supported with a wading belt, or strapped to a boat
with webbing pass-through on the back of chest pack.
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• Front straps can be removed completely for clean and tangle free use on a wading belt or
when strapped to a boat

Pack Measurements:
9” x 7” x 3.75”
Back Harness Measurements:
11” x 9”
5L (305 Cu. In.)
1.05 lbs
THCP-S (Shale)
Imported

Nils Albert pursues sea-run brook trout at the edge of the world. Navarino Island, Tierra Del Fuego, Chile.

THUNDERHEAD SUBMERSIBLE DUFFEL

The perfect size bag for your next adventure, whether it’s on a flats
boat or running whitewater. With its water-tight construction you
can rest assured that your gear will be safe.
• 1680D TPU coated nylon Cyclepond fabric
• TPU welded fabric construction
• TIZIP® submersible main cargo zipper
• YKK Aquaguard water resistant quick access exterior pocket
• Braided climbing rope handles

1680D TPU
coated nylon Cyclepond fabric
21” x 12.5” x 11”
39L (2,379) Cu. In.
3.25 LBS
TSD (Cutthroat Orange)
TSD-Y (Yucca)
Imported
MSRP $299.95

• Daisy chain webbing for rod tubes and attachment points
• Carry-On Size Compatible
• Gear straps not included

Yucca

Cutthroat Orange
Gear Straps Not Included

THUNDERHEAD LARGE SUBMERSIBLE DUFFEL

The world’s most technical and watertight construction is an
insurance policy for valuable gear in the most demanding
environments around the world. Our goal is to keep you high and
dry with confidence no matter where your travels take you.

1680D TPU
coated nylon Cyclepond fabric

• 1680D TPU coated nylon Cyclepond fabric

TLSD (Cutthroat Orange)
TLSD-RC (Riverbed Camo)
Imported

• TPU welded fabric construction
• TIZIP® submersible zipper
• YKK Aquaguard water resistant quick access exterior pocket
• Braided climbing rope handles
• 9’ 4-piece rod tube compatible interior
• Daisy chain webbing for rod tubes and attachment points
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Gear Straps Included

Riverbed Camo

• Tuck away backpack straps for carrying large loads
• Two sets of Fishpond gear straps included

30”x15”x15”
100L (6,102 Cu. In.)
4.80 LBS

MSRP $399.95

THUNDERHEAD ROLL TOP DUFFEL

Nothing puts a damper on a long river trip like a bag full of wet
and soggy gear. The new Roll Top Duffel keeps your gear dry so
you can slip on a dry warm layer at camp and fish the home pool
while dinner cooks over the fire. Adventure always has a way of
serving up plenty of unexpected twists, flips, and turns, so make
sure you pack accordingly. Constructed out of our signature
1680d TPU coated recycled Cyclepond nylon, which has proven
itself to be bombproof.

1680D TPU
coated nylon Cyclepond fabric
20” x 17” x 12”
(when rolled 3 times)
45L (2746 cu.in.)
3lb
TRTD-Y (Yucca)
Imported
MSRP $199.95

• 1680D TPU coated nylon Cyclepond fabric
• Roll top waterproof main body compartment
• Two webbing straps to cinch down over the roll top closure.
• Front stretch mesh pocket with zipper closure
• Rope haul handles on each side of the bag
• Four heavy duty boat lash tie down points
• Welded tabs on the back for attaching rod tube / gear straps (not included)
• Adjustable/removable shoulder strap with non-slip shoulder strap pad

WINDRIVER ROLL-TOP BACKPACK

You’ve been planning and day-dreaming about this trip all year.
Flights are booked, maps are studied, flies are tied, and gear has
been carefully selected. Now you just need to get there and keep it
all safe and dry on the water. The Wind River Roll-Top Backpack has
ample volume to transport gear through the airports and into the
wild with comfort. We improved this classic Fishpond product by
adding a thermoformed back panel and adjustable hipbelt so this
can be used for the long-haul.

1680D TPU
coated nylon Cyclepond fabric
24” (when rolled 3 times) x 12” x 8”
Height measures 31” when unrolled
38L max volume (2318 cu.in.)
2.7lb
WRRTB-S (Shale)
Imported
MSRP $199.95

• 1680D TPU coated nylon Cyclepond fabric
• Roll top waterproof main body compartment
• Front stretch mesh pocket with zipper closure
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• Lightweight foam shoulder strap, hip belt, and molded
backpanel
• Hip belt is removable and can also be vertically adjusted for
different torso lengths
• Coated webbing haul handle
• One set of Fishpond gear straps (included) that can be positioned on 		
left or right side
• Interior organization with one zippered pocket, and one clear stash 		
pocket for small gear
• Compatible with many Fishpond chest packs with modular buckles 		
on the shoulder straps and hipbelt

WATERPROOF/SUBMERSIBLE

CUTBANK GEAR BAG

*Only waterproof/submersible up to main zipper

Designed to organize gear and keep it dry. With the Fishpond signature
molded bottom and welded recycled TPU fabric, the Cutbank Gear bag
covers the bases. As a specialized tackle bag that keeps gear dry on a
raft or drift boat, as well as the perfect size to fit in the hatch of most all
flats boats, this gear/tackle bag is an organization system that allows
for easy access wherever your adventures take you. Built with our
incredibly tough 1680D TPU coated recycled Cyclepond nylon, YKK
water resistant zippers, and welded construction with a molded top
and bottom, this is more than just another gear bag. Think of this as a
gear sanctuary on the water.

1680D TPU
coated nylon Cyclepond fabric
22L (1342.5 Cu. In.)
17”x 10.5”x10”
4.6lbs
CGB-Y (Yucca)
Imported
MSRP $249.95

• 1680D TPU coated nylon Cyclepond fabric
• TPU welded fabric construction
• YKK #8 water resistant zippers with rubber pulls
• Signature Fishpond molded top and bottom
• Included velcro fly patch for top lid
• Fully adjustable strap for shoulder or top carry
• Two clear interior zippered pockets under the top lid, and two velcro backed clear zippered
pouches that can be adjusted anywhere on the bag liner.
• Adjustable Velcro® divider system
• Four heavy duty boat lash tie down points
• Dual hemostat/knife/tippet accessory attachments
• Removable padded interior that can pack flat for travel

CASTAWAY ROLL-TOP GEAR BAG

When size and functionality are of the utmost importance, the
Castaway will pull through. Designed to fit the hatches of most flats
boats, and to function efficiently on rafts and drift boats. With its rolltop closure, valuable gear such as cameras and optics will remain
dry with its water-tight closure. With the removable padded interior,
this bag can pack flat in luggage while you bring it on your next trip
headed to fish the flats or float the big water.

1680D TPU
coated nylon Cyclepond fabric
12L (732 Cu. In.)
13.5”x 10”x9”
2.35 LBS
CRTGB-S
Imported
MSRP $199.95

• 1680D TPU coated nylon Cyclepond fabric
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• TPU welded fabric construction
• Roll top design for added security
• Removable padded interior with dual dividers for
organization that can pack flat for travel
• Interior top pouch with two-sided zipper access
• Dual removable interior clear pockets
• Rope haul handle on top
• Exterior attachment points for rod tube straps or other tools
• Signature molded bottom

A brief respite to consider generations of hard work. Reeder Creek Ranch, Colorado.

THUNDERHEAD SUBMERSIBLE POUCH

With the same waterproof construction you’ve come to expect from
our submersible line, the Thunderhead Pouch offers complete
protection from the elements for your valuables. Large enough
to keep your items dry, but small enough to stay out of the way.
Simply stow and go! Tie down points offer the flexibility to integrate
the pouch into a wide range of gear systems, from raft frames and
wading belts to packs and large accessory pockets.

1680D TPU
coated nylon Cyclepond fabric
11” X 7” X 2.75”
.3lbs
THP-S
THP-Y
Imported
MSRP $99.95

• 1680D TPU coated nylon Cyclepond fabric
• Fully waterproof TIZIP® zipper closure
• Hypalon® panel on front for tool and accessory attachments
• Two large Hypalon® panels on back with die cut slots for attaching
to wading belts or raft frames
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• Fits inside most Fishpond packs and vest back panels

Yucca

Shale

WATERPROOF/SUBMERSIBLE

THUNDERHEAD ROLL-TOP DRY BAG

If reliability is rooted in simplicity, it doesn’t get more reliable
than the Thunderhead Roll Top Dry Bag. Make no mistake though,
those extra layers you packed for camp will remain dry through
everything from a small summer shower, to an unexpectedly
bumpy ride down the river. Forget about rips and tears. Constructed
with 1680D recycled nylon, the Thunderhead Roll Top Dry Bag is
designed to withstand whatever you throw at it.

1680D TPU
coated nylon Cyclepond fabric
13” X 9.5” when rolled closed
0.8lbs
TDB-S (Shale)
TDB-CO (Cutthroat Orange)
Imported
MSRP $49.95

• 1680D TPU coated nylon Cyclepond fabric
• Welded seam construction
• Roll top waterproof closure
• Built in D-ring attachment point

RIVER RAT 2.0

Keep your drinks cold and your stoke high! When a warm beverage
is not an option, the River Rat 2.0 will be there to hold your beer.
Whether tailgating or floating down the river, this is the perfect side
kick! Made out of our 1680d TPU coated recycled Cyclepond nylon
for a super durable exterior, with insulated foam side-walls. Plus the
River Rat 2.0 can be used with or without the nylon neck strap to
keep your drink close at hand.
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• 1680D TPU coated nylon Cyclepond fabric
• Insulating liner with laminated stretch mesh fabric
• Removable and adjustable webbing neck strap
Yucca

• Holds standard 12oz cans and bottles

Cutthroat Orange

Riverbed Camo
Shale

1680D TPU
coated nylon Cyclepond fabric
4.75” height x 2.8” diameter
.15 lbs
RR2-C0 (Cutthroat Orange)
RR2-Y (Yucca)
RR2-S (Shale)
RR2-RC (Riverbed Camo)
Imported
MSRP $19.95

Susan Graves, navigating knee-deep conditions along the banks of the Snake River, Colorado.

UPSTREAM TECH VEST

Producing the materials used in fishing gear can have a serious
impact on the environment. Made with entirely regenerated nylon
waste materials, like fishing nets and old carpets, the Upstream Tech
Vest represents our industry-leading effort toward sustainable design.
As the first vest on the market with an integrated net slot, we weren’t
simply content with a product that was built with environmental
conservation in mind. With 14 interior and exterior compartments,
including two front pockets capable of holding up to 4 large fly boxes
each, these new vests allow you to carry everything but the kitchen
sink. Adjustable shoulder straps, waist straps, and a front zipper
closure ensure a perfect fit for a long day on the water. Remember
that old shag carpet in your grandfather’s den? Thanks to the effort
to recover and regenerate nylon waste, it might just grow up to be a
fishing vest.
• Main body fabric made from ECONYL® regenerated nylon fiber
• “One size fits most” adjustable shoulder and waist strap
• Lightweight mesh interior, and padded shoulder straps
• Integrated net slot on back panel
•14 interior and exterior pockets
• Various Hypalon® tool attachment points for accessories
• Sternum strap buckle closure for perfect fit
• Velcro fly patch included
• Large back panel pocket for extra layers, lunch, or drinks
• Vislon® VT10 main zipper closure and removable sternum buckle
• D-ring attachment for net release
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• Integrated rod holder

Main body fabric made from ECONYL® regenerated nylon
fiber from fishing nets, carpets, and other nylon waste.

DIMENSIONS:
W x H (TOP OF SHOULDER)
TIGHT 20” X 22”
LOOSE 20” X 24”
WEIGHT: 1.65
MATERIALS:
Main body fabric made from
ECONYL® regenerated nylon
fiber, made from fishing nets
and other nylon waste
UTV-M
Imported
MSRP $199

UPSTREAM TECH VEST - WOMEN’S FIT

It’s time for an upgrade! Not just to the old vest you’ve been wearing
for years, but to the outdated fit and functionality that you’re used
to. Along with a lightweight design and 14 interior and exterior
gear compartments, the adjustable sternum strap can be positioned
wherever you please, for a completely customizable fit around the
chest and torso. With the Upstream Tech Vest, we are also updating
the way you think about responsible design. Using regenerated nylon
from fishing nets and other discarded waste, this vest redefines the
intersection of function and environmental conservation. So, the next
time you take a trip to the river, you won’t just be bringing all the gear
you need. You’ll also be carrying a message of eco-consciousness.

DIMENSIONS:
W x H (TOP OF SHOULDER)
TIGHT 20” X 19”
LOOSE 20” X 22.5”
WEIGHT: 1.45
MATERIALS:
Main body fabric made from
ECONYL® regenerated nylon
fiber, made from fishing nets
and other nylon waste
UTV-W
Imported
MSRP $199

• Main body fabric made from ECONYL® regenerated nylon fiber
• “One size fits most” adjustable shoulder and waist strap
• Women’s specific fit rides higher and can be cinched down tighter for a more customized
and versatile fit
• Lightweight mesh interior, and padded shoulder straps
• Integrated net slot on back panel
• 14 interior and exterior pockets
• Various Hypalon® tool attachment points for accessories
• Sternum strap buckle closure for looser fit with adjustments for chest size and preferred
height
• Velcro fly patch included
• Large back panel pocket for extra layers, lunch, or drinks
• Vislon® VT10 main zipper closure and removable sternum buckle
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• Integrated rod holder

Main body fabric made from ECONYL® regenerated nylon
fiber from fishing nets, carpets, and other nylon waste.

FISHING - PACKS & VESTS

TENDERFOOT YOUTH VEST

Alright kids, you deserve better! You’ve been out-fishing anglers
twice your age for years, and it’s time to gear up with the same
features and designs that you’ll find in our full sized vests. With 14
pockets to keep you organized on the river, mesh backing to keep
you cool, and various tool attachment points for retractors and tippet
holders, the Tenderfoot Vest is no ‘toy.’
• 210D nylon Cyclepond fabric with ballistic fabric accents
• “One size fits most” adjustable shoulder and waist strap design
• Lightweight mesh interior
• Velcro ‘loop’ section for drying flies and/or attaching a velcro fly patch (not included)
• 14 pockets for keeping yourself organized on the river
• Hypalon® tool attachment points
• Front buckle closure
• Dual entry stash pocket and zippered pocket for extra layers, lunch, or drinks
• D-ring attachment on back for net release
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• Integrated rod holder

210D nylon Cyclepond fabric
with ballistic fabric accents
One size fits most (youth)
DIMENSIONS:
W x H (TOP OF SHOULDER)
TIGHT 18” x 18”
LOOSE 18” x 19”
WEIGHT: 1.05lb
MATERIALS:
210D Nylon Cyclepond with
Ballistic fabric accents
TFYV
Imported
MSRP $99

WILDHORSE TECH PACK

The crown jewel of the Fishpond vest line, the Wildhorse Tech Pack is a vest
and backpack rolled into one. It has all the front facing pockets you’d ever
need to store and easily access your gear, plus two of the guide-favorite
Fishpond signature drop down fly benches with replaceable foam inserts.
Then you move back, where a 1,300+ cubic inch backpack holds your rain
gear, hydration bladder, and of course lunch. Nevermind getting hot either
- the entire pack is lined in comfortable cool mesh.

420D nylon Cyclepond fabric
One size fits most
10.5” x 8.5” x 19.5” (Backpack)
1,343 cu. in. (Backpack)
WHTP-D (Driftwood)
WHTP-RF (Replaceable Foam)
Imported
MSRP $229.95

• 420D nylon Cyclepond fabric
• Padded, contoured shoulder straps for load-carrying control
and comfort
• Four large interior mesh pockets
• Three backpack compartments
• Two patented, signature molded zip-down fly benches with
replaceable foam
• Built-in rod tube holder with compression straps
• Water bladder compatible
• 15 zippered pockets
Driftwood

WASATCH TECH PACK

Perfect for hiking into those top-secret backcountry fishing spots,
or any time you’re spending a long day on the water, the Wasatch
Tech pack combines a vest-style front with a versatile backpack and
hydration reservoir pocket. This product revolutionized the vest
category with its adjustable “one-size-fits-most” suspension system.
The Wasatch blurs the line between a traditional fishing vest and a
technical pack.

420D nylon Cyclepond fabric

• 420D nylon Cyclepond fabric

MSRP $189.95

One size fits most
8” x 8” x 18.5”
610 cu. in. (Backpack)
WTP-D (Driftwood)
WTP-RF (Replaceable Foam)
Imported

• “One-size-fits-most” adjustable shoulder and waist strap design
• Two patented, signature molded zip-down fly benches with replaceable foam
• Integrated rod tube holder
• Expansion zipper for larger loads
• Water bladder compatible
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• 15 zippered pockets

Driftwood

FISHING - PACKS & VESTS

GORE RANGE TECH PACK

It’s really a vest, but it has the versatility of a pack. Light, but with
more pockets than you can shake a stick at (don’t waste your time
trying - you’ve got fishing to do), the Gore Range Tech Pack was
designed to accommodate multiple fly boxes in a variety of sizes,
plus give you easy access to those go-to patterns via either of two
molded zip-down fly benches. A mesh back keeps you cool, and the
numerous tabs and cord loops mean you can trick it out with favorite
accessories. No need to do without anything you might need on the
water.

420D nylon Cyclepond fabric
One size fits most
GRTP-D (Driftwood)
GRTP-RF (Replaceable Foam)
Imported
MSRP $149.95

• 420D nylon Cyclepond fabric
• 17 exterior and interior pockets
• Vertical chest pockets hold large and medium boxes
• Gear attachment tabs, cord loops, D-ring net lash, and hemostat keeper
Driftwood

• Two signature, zip down fly benches with replaceable foam

SAGEBRUSH MESH VEST

The Sagebrush Mesh Vest is still one of the most durable, and cool,
vests around. It has a mesh back, so no matter the temperature you
are not sweating it, and it still has side pockets that will take largesized fly boxes without blinking. Top it off with a small molded fly
bench with replaceable foam on the left, and you’ve got everything
you need for a comfortable and productive day on the water. While
looking even more the part.

420D nylon Cyclepond fabric
One size fits most
SMV-D (Driftwood)
SMV-RF (Replaceable Foam)
Imported
MSRP $129.95

• 420D nylon Cyclepond fabric
• Cool, mesh fabric
• Padded, weight-distributing shoulder straps for all-day comfort
• 10 zippered front pockets; four additional inside pockets
• Large “easy-access” back pouch
• Patented, signature zip down fly bench with replaceable foam
Driftwood
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FLINT HILLS VEST

• Integrated tippet dispenser pocket

It’s the traditional looking vest with the modern features you’d
expect from Fishpond. Only without the modern price. The Flint Hills
Vest has ample pockets, cord loops and tabs for storing and securing
your fly boxes, tools and accessories, and has a mesh back to keep
you cool during all-day jaunts on the river or creek.
• “One-size-fits-most” adjustable shoulder and waist strap design
• Cool, light mesh fabric and padded, weight-distributing shoulder straps for all-day comfort
• Six zippered front pockets
• Large “easy-access” back pouch for raincoat or gear storage
• Gear attachment tabs, cord loops, and D-ring net lash

Clay

One size fits most
FHV-C (Clay)
Imported
MSRP $89.95

OXBOW CHEST/BACKPACK
INCLUDES:
SAVAGE CREEK CHEST PACK

Cutthroat Green

Just around the next bend they said, but that was two-dozen bends ago.
You’ve been lagging behind, however, because there’re fish to be caught.
And while your compadres are waiting for the supposed prime spot to go
digging through their packs for their flies and streamside tools, yours have
been handy all along. The Oxbow not only possesses all the capacity you
need for that venture into parts unknown, but it comes with a Savage Creek
Chest Pack that’s attachable via front (at the shoulder straps), or behind (to
conceal what you’re really up to from your friends). The Oxbow is hydration
bladder compatible too.

420D nylon Cyclepond fabric
17” x 9” x 6.5” (Backpack)
OXCB-CG(Cutthroat Green)
Imported
MSRP $189.95

• 420D nylon Cyclepond fabric
• Structured mesh back panel to help carry heavy loads and keep cool
• Padded contoured shoulder straps for load control
• YKK Aquaguard# 8 external water resistant zippers
• Modular design docks allowing compatibility with many Fishpond chest/lumbar packs
• One large backpack compartment with 2 smaller compartments for quick access to
neccessities
• Net or accessory D-ring attachment tab
• Internal water bladder attachment clip (bladder not included)
• Two zip out rod tube holders
• Includes Savage Creek Chest Pack
• Hydration bladder not included

BITCH CREEK TECH PACK

Bitch Creek flows into the Teton River, and just about every other stretch of
rugged country you dream of venturing into. The Bitch Creek Backpack, is
built from recycled commercial fishing nets. That means more fish for you
(well kinda), so it’s a good thing that the pack has a big main compartment
for your gear, two external pockets for quick grabs, and room for a 2 liter
hydration bladder. The mesh back panel keeps you cool, and compatibility
with the Medicine Bow Chest Pack or other Fishpond Chest Packs, means
you can concentrate on the task at hand.

420D nylon Cyclepond fabric
1,434 cu. in.
11” x 8.5” x 20” (Backpack)
BCTP-CG (Cutthroat Green)
Imported
MSRP $229.95

• 420D nylon Cyclepond fabric
• Includes Medicine Bow Chest Pack
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• Structured back air mesh panel to carry heavy loads while
keeping you cool
• Padded, contoured shoulder straps for load control and
carrying comfort

INCLUDES MEDICINE BOW CHEST PACK

• YKK Aquaguard #8 external water resistant zippers
• Modular design docks allowing compatibility with many Fishpond
chest/lumbar packs
• One large backpack compartment with 2 smaller pockets for quick access to necessities
• Two zip out rod tube holders
• Net or accessory D-ring attachment tab
• Water bladder compatible with internal attachment clip
• Hydration bladder not included

Cutthroat Green

FISHING - PACKS & VESTS

The best part of fishing is getting out into the wild. By understanding river health, fishing fosters
a connection to the outdoors. And it’s that connection that fuels our work to protect nature and
people.
The Nature Conservancy is a global organization with a local focus. Guided by science and rooted
in communities, we focus on preserving the most threatened places. We have played a role in
helping to improve the health of more than 5,000 miles of river. Since 1966, we have improved
more than 1,000 river miles in Colorado alone, by restoring riparian habitat, and improving river
flows and function.

CONSERVATION
PARTNERS

In addition to conserving lands and rivers, we are tackling climate change, providing food and
water sustainably and helping bring nature’s benefits to cities. So next time you get out there,
consider giving back to the wild places and rivers you love.
To learn more, visit www.nature.org

Three decades ago, Western Rivers Conservancy set out to protect the finest remaining rivers
in the West. The idea: Buy land along rivers and transfer it to the best long-term steward available, delivering permanent protection and public access for all. Over the past 30 years WRC has
conserved critical stream reaches, wetlands, confluences, tributaries, side-channels and estuaries
on more than 60 rivers in nine western states—places you can get out and see, fish, explore and
experience. Places that are now permanently conserved and open to you.
When it comes to impact, WRC takes what may be the most effective, tangible, long-lasting approach to river conservation: land acquisition. That’s why its motto is, “Sometimes to save a river,
you have to buy it.”
To learn more, visit www.westernrivers.org

Headwaters West. Gore Range, Colorado

FLATHEAD SLING

As anglers, we are constantly making adjustments to take advantage
of the conditions we find on the water. The Flathead Sling combines
both agility, and ease of use in one comfortable system to give
you unmatched access to your gear when you need it most. The
sling’s ambidextrous design allows the pack to be carried on either
shoulder with a quick flip of the strap. Its large clamshell opening
and moveable interior dividers offer tremendous carrying capacity
and an organized work station. So, the next time you’re swinging
streamers and turn the corner to find rising fish, you won’t have
an excuse.

210D nylon Cyclepond fabric
with ballistic fabric accents
10L
14” X 5” X 10.5”
1.7lbs
FHSP-G
Imported
MSRP $149.95

• 210D nylon Cyclepond fabric
• Ambidextrous design
• Easy-adjust shoulder strap buckle
• Cross-body stabilizing strap
• Large clamshell opening and quick access magnetic front pocket
• Two included dividers to keep your pack organized
• Hypalon® tool attachment points on top, sides, and shoulder strap
• Two large water bottle pockets
• Molded back panel with right and left hand net slots
• Attachment points on the bottom for gear straps (straps not included)
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• One removable foam fly patch included

FISHING - PACKS & VESTS

Fishpond ambassador, Hilary Hutcheson, setting up shop on the Teton River, Victor, Idaho.

SUMMIT SLING

When we decide to design any product, we make it to be the very
best. The Summit Sling is just that. The most comfortable, durable,
and design-rich sling available....anywhere. With our recycled
fishing net nylon material, you can wear this pack knowing you are
making a difference to help keep our planet healthy.

210D nylon Cyclepond fabric
13” x 8.5” x 9”
SS-T (Tortuga)
SS-G (Gravel)
Imported

• 210D nylon Cyclepond fabric
• Includes our patented and signature molded drop down fly/cargo bench with outside
velcro for fly foam attachment
• Hypalon and tool attachment features in all the right places
• Coated YKK water resistant zippers
• Flexible TPE lash tabs for rod tubes
• Integrated net sleeve on back panel
• Shoulder pad work station with velcro and Hypalon attachment points
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Tortuga
Gravel

MSRP $99.95
SS-RF
(Replacement Foam)
$10.00

SWITCHBACK WADING BELT SYSTEM

Since our first year we have been turning the fly fishing industry
upside-down with innovation and change. As we hit our 20 year
anniversary, it was only fitting to take something as simple as a
wading belt and reinvent it’s functionality. This system includes
a pack that slides independently from back to front, a molded net
holster for long-handled nets, a shoulder strap with tool and fly
attachment, and options to attach our new molded wading staff
pouch, drink holder, and Quickshot rod holder. Functional and
purposeful. Can be worn with vests, chest packs or other gear of
choice.

210D nylon Cyclepond fabric
with ballistic fabric accents
Pack Measurements: 9” x 7” x 5”
Belt padding: 32”long x 4.5” high
Webbing maximum length: 63”
5L (305 cu. in.)
1.6lbs
SBBS (Gravel)
Imported
MSRP $99.95

• 210D nylon Cyclepond fabric with ballistic fabric accents
• Modular system includes a wader belt with net slot, 5L pack, and shoulder strap
• Wader Belt is made with thermoformed foam for comfort around your waist, and has a
built in net slot that holds mostly any size net handle
• The included pack slides from front to back on the wader belt ‘rail’ - allowing you to keep
the belt and net in place and move only your pack in and out of your workspace
• Pack can be configured on the left or right side
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• Shoulder strap can be configured on the left or right side - or can be removed completely
• Shoulder strap pad has various Hypalon tool attachment points and velcro ‘loop’ for
attaching fly patches or drying out flies
• The underside of the shoudler strap pad has a silicone printing to minimize slip
• Pack has two main zippered pockets and holds 2-3 large fly boxes, or 4-6 slim fly boxes
• Pack has two front stretch pockets for quick access items
• Hemo’s sheath hidden behind the front stretch pockets
• Pack has Hypalon attachment points for retractors or hemos on each side

FISHING - PACKS & VESTS

GUNNISON GUIDE PACK

Designed for guides who carry every color, of every size, of every
stage, of every bug known to modern science. The Gunnison Guide
Pack is built to keep copious amounts of gear organized. When
you make the journey down into the depths of the Gunny Gorge,
you need a fishing system that will comfortably carry all of the
“essentials” for long days. The Gunnison Guide Pack combines the
best features of our other proven packs, with the added volume
and organization to make this the go-to system for anglers who
get way out there and need it all close at hand. Constructed out
of our recycled Cyclepond nylon, it carries the weight comfortably
and keeps all your gear out of the way while you fish. Built with an
integrated net holder, places for all your largest fly boxes, water
bottles, tools, and more. This is for anglers who need it all for a
successful trip deep into our public lands.

210D nylon Cyclepond fabric
10L (610 cu. in.)
14” x 9” x 7”
2.1lbs
GGP-G (Gravel)
GGP-RF (Replaceable Foam)
Imported
MSRP $129.95

• 210D nylon Cyclepond fabric
• Zippered main storage compartment for secure fly box storage
• Signature molded zip down fly bench with 2 pieces of foam
• Exterior VELCRO® attachment for foam, tools or accessory attachment
• Exterior Hypalon® tabs and cord loops for tool and accessory attachment
• Integrated net slot
• Two large exterior water bottle pockets
• Two zippered hipbelt pockets
• Main compartment has one interior zippered pocket, one interior stash pocket, a clear
fishing license slot and a key hook
• Front molded fly bench compartment has one interior zippered pocket and two elastic
pockets to hold small fly boxes

WATERDANCE GUIDE PACK

There’s a reason that more professional guides use this pack
than any other pack on the market. With capacity that will rival or even exceed - a lot of vests, the Waterdance is considered the
“ultimate” lumbar pack, with its two zippered main compartments
and signature “zip-down” fly bench. Need to bring an extra spool
and that large streamer box, in addition to everything else? The
Waterdance devours it faster than an egg burrito on the way to the
put-in.
• 420D nylon Cyclepond fabric
• Two water bottle pockets
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• Can be worn as a chest, lumbar, or sling pack
• Two generously sized main compartments
• Adjustable compression strap system
• Webbing and cord loops for tools and accessory attachments
(water bottle not included)
• Interior pockets for extra gear storage
• Signature, zip-down fly bench with replaceable foam
• Integrated guide net slot
Driftwood

420D nylon Cyclepond fabric
427 cu. in.
11” x 6.5” x 8.5”
WGP-D (Driftwood)
WGP-RF (Replaceable Foam)
Imported
MSRP $99.95

ENCAMPMENT LUMBAR PACK

More flexible than a veteran yoga instructor, the Emcampment
Lumbar Pack is Fishpond’s entrant into the most-versatile-pack
contest. Sized for a couple of fly boxes and all your accessories, yet
with enough support for heavier loads, it’s constructed of recycled
commercial fishing net material and outfitted with water-resistent
zippers, cord loops for securing yet more gizmos, and nifty zippered
pockets along the lumbar straps for quick access to the little stuff.

420D nylon Cyclepond fabric
11.5” x 5” x 8”
ELP-CG (Cutthroat Green)
ELP-T (Tortuga)
Imported
MSRP $89.95

• 420D nylon Cyclepond fabric
Tortuga

• YKK Aquaguard #8 external water resistant zippers
• Structured back air mesh panel to help carry heavy loads and keep cool
• Zippered main compartment for secure fly box storage
• Additional front zippered compartment for easy access
• Cord loops for tool and accessory attachment
• Compression Straps to distribute load, and expand to hold a rainjacket or other items on the
bottom

Cutthroat Green

• Two exterior water bottle pockets
• Can be worn as a lumbar or sling pack

“Shackleton Trout” Original Oil by John Land Le Coq

BLUE RIVER CHEST/LUMBAR PACK

With astonishing versatility, the Blue River Chest/Lumbar has been
a staple in the Fishpond line since our inception. It can be worn as
a lumbar, chest pack, sling pack, or mounted onto our Switchback
Wading Belt System. Regardless of how you wear it, everything is
right at your disposal when you need it, and out of the way when
you don’t. You’ll be surprised at how much you can carry in the Blue
River pack.
Khaki/Sage Green

366 cu. in.
9.5” x 5” x 7”
BRCP-KS (Khaki/Sage Green)
Imported

Peat Moss
10.10oz Waxed Canvas
366 cu. in.
9.5” x 5” x 7”

Peat Moss (Waxed Canvas)
• 10.10oz Certified Organic Cotton Waxed Canvas
• Recycled Cyclepond liner
• 3 zippered and 8 slash accessory pockets
• YKK main zippers and YKK Aquaguard® water resistant exterior zipper
• Main storage compartment with three interior pockets
• Hypalon tabs for accessory attachment
• Signature, zip-down fly bench with replaceable foam
• Adjustable, removable, padded shoulder strap
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Nylon fabric with ballistic nylon
accents

MSRP $79.95

• Nylon fabric
• 3 zippered and 7 slash accessory pockets
• YKK zippers
• Main storage compartment with three interior pockets
• Webbing and cord loops for tools and accessory attachment
• Signature, zip-down fly bench with replaceable foam
• Adjustable, removable, padded shoulder strap

Khaki/Sage Green

Khaki/Sage Green

BRCP-PM (Peat Moss)
Imported
MSRP $99.95

Peat Moss

FISHING - PACKS & VESTS

ARROYO CHEST/LUMBAR PACK

Built for the minimalist angler and the quick afternoon trip to the
water, the Arroyo Chest Pack is big enough to fit a nymph and dry
box, but small enough to be utilized as it’s intended, up front
and personal. Nevertheless, if you have a hankering to move fast,
engage the hip straps to transform it for lumbar use.
• 420D nylon Cyclepond fabric

420D nylon Cyclepond fabric
9” x 4” x 7”
ACP-D (Driftwood)
ACP-RF (Replaceable Foam)
Imported
MSRP $69.95

• Can be worn as a chest or lumbar pack
• Main storage compartment with 3 interior pockets
• Patented, molded zip down fly bench with replaceable foam
• Tarpaulin tabs and elastic loops for accessory attachment
• Attachment points for tools and hemostat
• Molded, signature, zip-down fly bench with replaceable foam
• Adjustable strap allows for the bag to be used as a chest pack or
in a sling configuration

Driftwood

WEST BANK WADING BELT

Why just have a belt to secure your waders and support your back?
We thought about what other functions a belt might serve and
we created a purposeful spot for your net, attachment slots for a
Quikshot rod holder, a floating “rail” where you can strap on packs,
water bottle holders, wading staffs, and all sorts of river accessories.
The game has changed, and you can expect more.
• Made from thermoformed foam for comfort around your waist
• Built in net holster holds mostly any size net handle
• Wader belt ‘rail’ allows you to attach other items to the belt keep the belt while keeping
net in place
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• Slots for attachment of Quikshot Rod Holder

Thermoformed foam padding with
ballistic fabric accents
Belt padding:
32”long x 4.5” high
Webbing maximum length:
63”
.65lb
WBWB
Imported
MSRP $49.95

CROSS-CURRENT CHEST PACK

When the fishing is hot there is a lot going on and you have to be
able to multitask to keep up with all the activity. The Cross-Current
Chest pack is designed to keep all your essentials and boxes
organized, keeping them high on your body at the ready. Slide
your net out of the integrated net slot, scoop your fish, release it,
grab your dry shake out of the magnetic drop down workstation,
and get back those moments we all love to celebrate.

210D nylon Cyclepond fabric with
ballistic fabric accents, and recycled
poly liner
11” x 8.5” x 5.5” (front pack)
11.5” x 10.5” x 1” (back)
8L (488 cu. in.)
1.7lbs

• 210D nylon Cyclepond fabric
• Compatible with all Fishpond backpacks
• Front magnetic closure pocket for small fly boxes, pucks, and other quick access items

CCCP (Gravel)
Imported
MSRP $149.95

• Front main zippered storage compartment for large fly box storage
• Two small stretch mesh pockets on the front for quick access items
• Exterior VELCRO® attachment for foam attachment (foam patch included)
• Exterior Hypalon® tabs for tool and accessory attachment on each side
• Integrated net slot on backpanel holds a long handle net

Solitude and inspiration at Fishpond headquarters, Otter Creek Ranch, Colorado

• D-ring on top center back for attaching a net release for short handle nets
• One large pocket on the backpanel with a zippered entry on each side
• Magnetic front pocket has velcro interior on one side, and 4 small stretch mesh pockets
for organization
• Main front zippered pocket includes one interior zippered pocket

SAN JUAN VERTICAL CHEST PACK

From high country lakes to the local carp pond, there are plenty of
times that you really just need one fly box, some tippet and a few
other essentials. The San Juan Vertical Chest Pack keeps it ready to
grab and go. The “K.I.S.S.” principle personified.

210D nylon Cyclepond fabric
with ballistic fabric accents

• 210D nylon Cyclepond fabric

SJVCP-SA/SAB (Saddle Brown)
SJVCP-TB (Tidal Blue)

• Low-profile vertical design
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• Zippered main compartment for secure fly box storage

180 cu. in.
5” x 4” x 8.5”

• Zippered interior pocket

SJVCP-RF (Replaceable Foam)
Imported

• Fishpond Jacquard accent webbing and climbing cord loops for accessory attachment

MSRP $49.95

• Belt loop attachment
• Signature, zip down fly bench with replaceable foam
• Padded neck strap included

Saddle Brown

Tidal Blue

FISHING - PACKS & VESTS

RUGGED | ORGANIC | FUNCTIONAL
Fishpond’s commitment to sustainability has grown, with a
new collection of waxed cotton canvas responsibly sourced and
certified organic, using methods and materials that have a low
impact on the environment. Influenced by the early adopters of
hunt and workwear, Fishpond’s new collection of waxed cotton
canvas inspires travel, adventure, and a journey defined by a
purposeful lifestyle among the world’s asphalt jungles and
fields of dreams.

JAGGED BASIN DUFFEL

Whether thrown in the back of the ranch truck, the train to the city,
or the cargo hold of an airplane, the Jagged Basin Duffel will be
your “go to” bag for whatever adventures you set out upon.The
waxed canvas material will become better looking with age and
show the character of the miles traveled.

10.10 oz. Waxed Canvas
21”x11.5”x12
36L (2,196 Cu. In.)
JBD-PM (Peat Moss)
Imported
MSRP $189.95

• 10.10oz Certified Organic Cotton Waxed Canvas
• Nylon Cyclepond liner
• YKK Aquaguard® water resistant main zipper and exterior pocket
• Two Fishpond signature rope handles

RECYCLED FABRIC INTERIOR

• Two interior pockets for organization
• Hidden backpack straps
• Adjustable, removable, padded shoulder strap
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• Exterior custom gear lash tabs

FP FIELD

RIVER BANK BACKPACK

The River Bank Backpack combines a rugged, yet sophisticated
exterior with a surprising amount of functionality inside. The pack
features an interior laptop sleeve, adjustable gear straps and a
handy zippered front pocket with plenty of room for a day outdoors,
in the office, or on the streets.

10.10 oz. Waxed Canvas
20” x 12” x 7”
RBBP-PM (Peat Moss)
Imported
MSRP $159.95

• 10.10oz Certified Organic Cotton Waxed Canvas
• Nylon Cyclepond liner
• YKK main zipper and YKK Aquaguard® water resistant exterior zipper

RECYCLED FABRIC INTERIOR

• Exterior vertical front zippered pocket
• Padded interior tablet/laptop sleeve with Velcro® closure
• Padded back panel and adjustable shoulder straps
• Adjustable gear straps
• Exterior custom gear lash tabs
• Exterior aluminum D-ring hook
• Fishpond signature rope carry handle
• Top-zip closure lid with zippered compartment

LODGEPOLE FISHING SATCHEL

Classy, old-school exterior, combined with a surprising amount of
functionality inside - the Lodgepole Fishing Satchel harkens back
to a simpler time when all you needed for a day on the water were
some flies, a hoagie, and a couple cigars. Designed for anglers who
love the user-friendly functionality of a satchel that represents a link
to the heritage of our sport. The Lodgepole Satchel also functions as
an around-town bag when you can’t find time to escape to the river.

10.10 oz. Waxed Canvas
14” x 5” x 11.5”
550 cu. in.
LPFS-PM (Peat Moss)
Imported
MSRP $99.95

• 10.10oz Certified Organic Cotton Waxed Canvas
• Nylon Cyclepond liner
• YKK interior zipper YKK Aquaguard® water resistant exterior zipper
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• Large main compartment with organization pockets and interior zippered pocket
• Large exterior zippered pocket
• Small exterior accessories pocket
• Exterior Hypalon® accessories tabs for gear attachment

RECYCLED FABRIC INTERIOR

HALF MOON WEEKENDER BAG

The Half Moon is soon to be the best friend on your next trip, and
it will allow you to move through the airport with ease. Strap a rod
tube on the exterior and you are good to go with everything you
need for a few days without being weighed down with too much
luggage. From the urban jungle to far flung corners of the planet,
this multi-function carry-on accommodates several days of clothing
with organization.

10.10 oz. Waxed Canvas
21”x14”x8”
30L (1,830 Cu. In.)
3.05 LBS
HMWB-PM (Peat Moss)
Imported
MSRP $199.95

• 10.10oz Certified Organic Cotton Waxed Canvas
• Nylon Cyclepond liner
• YKK main zippers and YKK Aquaguard® water resistant exterior zipper
• Fishpond signature rope handle

RECYCLED FABRIC INTERIOR

• Three compartment configuration
• Main compartment features mesh pocket with compression to keep clothes organized
• Exterior custom lash tabs allow for rod tube gear straps
• Hidden backpack straps for convenient carry option
• External “pass-through” channel allows for integration with carry-on luggage handle
• Adjustable, removable, padded shoulder strap

BIGHORN KIT BAG

Originally conceived on the shores of the river that bears its name,
the Bighorn Kit Bag is as versatile as you are. Store and carry
a multitude of fly boxes, reels, and accessories, or remove the
protective padded interior dividers and toss your boots and waders
in it for the trip to the river. The Bighorn is also a great field bag,
for gloves, dog accessories, radios and shells. All your gear will be
easily accessible, with an anvil-style top opening, and side pockets
for those must-have-now items.

10.10 oz. Waxed Canvas

• 10.10oz Certified Organic Cotton Waxed Canvas

RECYCLED FABRIC INTERIOR

• Nylon Cyclepond liner

18.5” x 10.5” x 12”
2,136 cu. in.
BHKB-PM (Peat Moss)
Imported
MSRP $189.95

• Double-canvas bottom for durability
• Recycled Cyclepond liner
• YKK AquaGuard® water resistant zipper
• Wide-mouth, anvil-style opening for easy access
• Adjustable gear straps for rod tube carry
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• Adjustable and removable padded interior dividers
• Large zippered compartments on front and back
• Two small side zipper pockets
• Adjustable, removable, padded shoulder strap

FP FIELD

BOULDER BRIEFCASE

We all know that the most important business is done on the water,
but sooner or later, you’re going to get a call to come out of the
woods and into the office. For best impressions, make sure you stroll
into that “emergency” meeting with your Boulder Briefcase in hand.
You’ll appear organized, right up to the point you realize the only
thing you packed were fly boxes. If you do happen to remember your
laptop, hard drives, notebooks, and pens and pencils, you’ll have
plenty of room for those too.

10.10 oz. Waxed Canvas
17” x 3.5” x 12”
1,526 cu. in.
BB-PM (Peat Moss)
Imported
MSRP $189.95

• 10.10oz Certified Organic Cotton Waxed Canvas
• Nylon Cyclepond liner
• YKK main zippers and YKK Aquaguard® water resistant exterior zipper

RECYCLED FABRIC INTERIOR

• Fishpond signature rope handle
• Fully padded interior laptop compartment fits 15” screen
• 10 efficient interior/exterior pockets for phone, files, tickets, accessories, etc.
• Converts to a fully functional backpack
• External “pass-through” channel allows for integration with carry-on luggage handle
• Adjustable, removable, padded shoulder strap

CABIN CREEK TOILETRY KIT

Road Trip Rule #43 - keep your toiletries and your fishing gear
separate. We can’t stress this enough - accidentally brushing your
teeth in the dark with floatant is no bueno. The Cabin Creek Toiletry
Kit, based on an original shaving kit from the 1920’s, keeps this from
happening. Phew.
• 10.10oz Certified Organic Cotton Waxed Canvas

10.10 oz. Waxed Canvas
11” x 6” x 6”
240 cu. in.
CCTK-PM (Peat Moss)
Imported
MSRP $49.95

• Nylon Cyclepond liner
• YKK AquaGuard® water resistant zipper
• Two zippered interior pockets
• Grab Handle

HORSE THIEF TOTE

Our rugged waxed canvas tote is built for an active lifestyle. At home,
on the river, in the field, at the cabin, or at your local farmers market.
Until you own a tote, you have no idea how often you will find
yourself using this ultra-utilitarian, well-styled piece.
• 10.10oz Certified Organic Cotton Waxed Canvas
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• YKK AquaGuard® water resistant zipper

RECYCLED FABRIC INTERIOR

10.10 oz. Waxed Canvas
18”x9”x16.5
36L (2,196 Cu. In.)
2.10 LBS
HTT-PM (Peat Moss)
Imported
MSRP $119.95

• Fishpond signature rope handles
• Quick access exterior pocket
• Recycled Cyclepond hanging interior pocket for organization
• Exterior custom gear lash tabs

RECYCLED FABRIC INTERIOR

BLIZZARD SOFT COOLER

For quick access of up to 12 cans (with ice), the Blizzard combines
multi-layer construction and rugged waxed canvas to create a highly
efficient and durable soft-sided cooler that will keep beverages and
foods cold on the water, or in the park. The “quick access” hatch
allows you to grab what you need quickly, without letting cold air
escape. With a removable shoulder strap this cooler is built to head
out with you on any adventure.
• 10.10oz Certified Organic Cotton Waxed Canvas
• Nylon Cyclepond liner

10.10 oz. Waxed Canvas
Holds 12 cans with room
for ice
1,035 cu. in.
11.5” x 9” x 10”
BC-PM (Peat Moss)
Imported
MSRP $99.95

• YKK zippers
• Easy open Velcro® lid for quick access
• Large clamshell opening for easy access and cleaning

RECYCLED FABRIC INTERIOR

• Heavy-duty, waterproof/leakproof lining and multi-layered insulation for efficient ice
storage
• Front slash pocket with Velcro® closure
• Signature waterproof, molded bottom
• Adjustable, removable, padded shoulder strap
• Two Fishpond signature rope handles

ICE STORM SOFT COOLER

The Ice Storm Cooler combines multi-layer construction, a molded
bottom, rugged waxed canvas material to create a highly efficient
and durable soft-sided cooler. Designed to keep a days worth of food
and beverages cold and at the ready. The perfect cooler choices for
anglers, hunters, and outdoor enthusiasts.
• 10.10oz Certified Organic Cotton Waxed Canvas
• Nylon Cyclepond liner
• YKK zippers

10.10 oz. Waxed Canvas
Holds 32 cans with room
for ice
2,400 cu. in.
19” x 11” x 11.5”
ISC-PM (Peat Moss)
Imported
MSRP $139.95

• Large clamshell opening for easy packing, finding, and cleaning
• Heavy-duty, waterproof/leakproof lining and multi-layered insulation for efficient ice
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storage

RECYCLED FABRIC INTERIOR

• Front slash pocket with Velcro® closure
• Signature waterproof, molded bottom
• Adjustable, removable, padded shoulder strap
• Fishpond signature rope handles
• Exterior custom gear lash tabs

FP FIELD

BLUE RIVER CHEST/LUMBAR PACK - PEAT MOSS

With astonishing versatility, the Blue River Chest/Lumbar has been
a staple in the Fishpond line since our inception. It can be worn as
a lumbar, chest pack, sling pack, or mounted onto our Switchback
Wading Belt System. Regardless of how you wear it, everything is
right at your disposal when you need it, and out of the way when
you don’t. You’ll be surprised at how much you can carry in the Blue
River pack.

10.10 oz. Waxed Canvas
9.5” x 5” x 7”
366 cu. in.
BRCP-PM (Peat Moss)
Imported
MSRP $99.95

• 10.10oz Certified Organic Cotton Waxed Canvas
• Recycled Cyclepond liner
• 3 zippered and 9 slash accessory pockets
• YKK main zippers and YKK Aquaguard® water resistant exterior zipper

RECYCLED FABRIC INTERIOR

• Main storage compartment with three interior pockets
• Hypalon tabs for accessory attachment
• Signature, zip-down fly bench with replaceable foam
• Adjustable, removable, padded shoulder strap

EAGLE’S NEST TRAVEL POUCH

The Eagle’s Nest Travel Pouch is equally at home being used to
stash gear on the river, and organizing essentials for a long flight.
With incredibly durable waxed canvas construction, and a YKK
AquaGuard® water resistant zipper, the Eagle’s Nest will keep your
valuables safe from scratches and bumps no matter where you find
yourself.

10.10 oz. Waxed Canvas
Large 9.5” x 7.5”
ENTP-PM (Peat Moss)
Imported
MSRP $19.95

• 10.10oz Certified Organic Cotton Waxed Canvas
• YKK AquaGuard® water resistant zipper
• Pleated bottom stands upright

RECYCLED FABRIC INTERIOR

• Webbing tabs for carabiners and other attachments
• 9.5 x 7.5 inches

FP FIELD LUGGAGE TAG

You just graduated from that old gym bag to a gorgeous waxed
canvas duffel, and the last thing you want to do is lose it in transit to
your next location. Make sure all your luggage is easily identified
with a waxed canvas tag to match.
• 10.10oz Certified Organic Cotton Waxed Canvas

• Folds in half to keep your business card secure
• Snap closure
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• 5” x 2.5”

10.10 oz. Waxed Canvas
FLT-PM (Peat Moss)
Imported
MSRP $12.95

Fishpond ambassador, Paul Bruchez, rigs up for a day on the water. Reeder Creek Ranch, Colorado.

TETON ROLLING CARRY-ON

What does a ticket to freedom look like? A well thought out travel
carry-on system that is perfectly sized for your adventures in wild
places or city jungles. Roll though the airport with a passport,
a change of clothes, all your essential fishing gear, and a fly rod
strapped to the side of your bag. Let people wonder where your
travels will take you as you load your bag into the overhead
compartment and settle into the flight. Built out of our 420d
recycled Cyclepond nylon material for rough rides in and out of
your fishing camp or quick weekend trips back home.
• 420D nylon Cyclepond fabric with ballistic fabric accents on high abrasion areas
• Carry-on size rolling luggage with retracting handle
• Clamshell zippered opening
• Compression molded bottom laminated with ballistic fabric
• Rod tube attachment on both sides of the bag (one set of gear straps included)
• Rope haul handle
• Neoprene edges on interior zipper pockets for stretch and durability on the internal
zippers
• Ventilated mesh on interior pockets
• Exterior organization pocket
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• Exterior zippered stash pocket

Grand Teton Rolling Luggage

Teton Rolling Carry-On

420D nylon Cyclepond fabric
45L (2,746 cu. in.)
22” x 13” x 10.5”
7.5 lbs
TRC-G (Granite)
Imported
MSRP $279.95

GRAND TETON ROLLING LUGGAGE

The Grand Tetons may well be the most rugged, iconic, and beautiful
peaks in the world. So it only seemed right to identify our new
innovative luggage series with this majestic range of mountains. Our
quest was to design the most functional, and feature rich luggage
system for multi-week adventures to all parts of the world. When you
need a travel carry system to hold all of the necessary gear, The Grand
Teton will do the job. The separate bottom compartment is designed
to securely hold six 4-piece rod tubes. This is in addition to your boots,
waders, smaller nets, and much more. The upper main compartment
for your clothing and other travel gear can be accessed from the
interior clamshell opening for easy packing or from the top of the
bag for easier access while traveling. There is just the right amount
of organization outside and within, and it all comes to you in a lighter
package than ever offered before!

420D nylon Cyclepond fabric
125 L (7,627 cu. in.)
35” x 16” x 11”
11.35 lbs
GTRD-G (Granite)
Imported
MSRP $399.95

• 420D nylon Cyclepond fabric with ballistic fabric accents on high abrasion areas
• 35” tall Rolling bag fits 6 standard length rod tubes in the protected
compression molded base with rod tube cradles.
• Also compatible with the fishpond 32” Jackalope Rod Tube Case
• Clamshell zippered opening
• Compression molded bottom laminated with ballistic fabric
• Neoprene edges on interior zipper pockets for stretch and durability on the internal zippers
• PU and DWR coated base compartment keeps damp waders and dirty boots from getting your
other belongs wet or dirty.
• Ventilated mesh on main body interior pocket
• Main body interior pocket can be accessed from the interior clamshell opening for easy
packing, or from the exterior for easier access while travelling.
• Exterior organization pocket
• Four exterior compression straps
• Rope haul handle on top and front panel
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• Retractable handle

Grand Teton Rolling Luggage

Teton Rolling Carry-On

OUTDOOR LUGGAGE

Built on character and trust. Sangre De Cristo Valley, Colorado.

FLAT TOPS WADER DUFFEL

After the alarm goes off in absolute darkness..... grab a mug of
coffee, then your gear bag by the door and step into the wild. It’s
comforting to know you’ll have everything you need as the Flattops
Wader Duffel has a purposeful and ventilated lower storage
compartment for wet waders and boots, while the upper storage
compartment is perfect for vests, packs, clothing, and the not-toforget snacks. This is the perfect companion to the Dakota Rod and
Reel Case, so you can focus on getting out the door rather than
wondering where you put that other boot.
• 420D nylon Cyclepond fabric with ballistic fabric accents on high abrasion areas,
and a nylon Cyclepond liner
• Large capacity main compartment with U-shaped zipper opening
• Seperate ventilated bottom compartment for wet wader and boot storage
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• Signature molded bottom
• Two interior zippered pockets on the underside of the lid
• Rope haul handles on each side of the bag
• Removable padded shoulder strap
• Rod tube attachment on back side of bag (gear straps not included)

420D nylon Cyclepond fabric
with ballistic fabric accents on
high abrasion areas, and a nylon
Cyclepond liner
45L (2,746 cu. in.)
24” x 14” x 13
2.3 lbs
FTWD (Granite)
Imported
MSRP $149.95

BURRITO WADER BAG

The perfect bag for your marinated waders and boots covered in river
guac. The predawn gas station breakfast is made all the better by
rolling it up into a burrito hiding the liquid cheese, powdered meat,
and egg. The new Burrito Wader Bag does the same thing by keeping
your wet river mess on the inside. With a built-in roll-out changing
mat designed for dirty and wet gear that rolls up and stays secure
with a simple pull of a cord. Keep clean and carry on.
• 210D nylon Cyclepond fabric main body with PU coating and DWR finish
• Drawstring bag with a large fold out mat for changing out of wet waders

210D nylon Cyclepond fabric
main body with PU coating
and DWR finish
40L (3,600 cu. in.)
30” x 19” x 4”
1.1lbs
BWB
Imported
MSRP $59.95

• Waders, boots, and gear get rolled up into the mat and into the bag for safe transport
• Drawstring closure
• Webbing shoulder strap
• One webbing haul handle on each side of the bag

CIMARRON WADER/DUFFEL BAG

The Cimarron’s anvil-style top opening is akin to your big mouth,
except that it is keeping gear inside instead of spewing your fishing
stories outwards. One of the models in Fishpond’s bag lineup that
wins Miss (and Mister) Congeniality awards year after year, it keeps
your dry gear away from your soaked kit with the ventilated bottom
compartment for your wet, dirty waders. We take that back - the
integrated, fold-out changing pad means your waders won’t be dirty.
But if they are not wet, we are taking back the bag and sending you
on a coffee run.

1680D ballistic nylon fabric

• Nylon Cyclepond liner

RECYCLED FABRIC INTERIOR

• Large capacity, anvil-style wide-mouth main compartment

4,450 cu. in.
24.5” x 16” x 15”
CWDB-S (Stone)
Imported
MSRP $169.95
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• Separate ventilated bottom compartment for wet wader and boot storage
• Fold-out, padded and removable wader-changing mat
• Integrated backpack straps
• Removable see-through interior “essentials” pocket
• Four interior zippered pockets
• Two exterior zippered pockets
Stone

• Two Fishpond rod tube straps

FISHING - GEAR & BAGS

Winter Storm in the lower Blue River valley, Colorado
Spawning colors. Original oil by John Land Le Coq.

GREEN RIVER GEAR BAG

Your gear deserves a place to call home. From keeping your gear
organized so you can grab it quickly, to taking it out on the water
fishing, we have designed a bag that covers your needs. With a
refined feature set, we purposefully added what anglers need in
a great bag. Everything from a waterproof molded bottom, 420d
recycled Cyclepond nylon exterior, a zip down fly bench which
gives instant access to your must have flies, and a deep main
compartment that is customizable to match your needs.
• 420D nylon Cyclepond fabric with ballistic fabric accents
• Waterproof, molded bottom
• Zip down fly bench pocket with replaceable foam
• Padded interior divider system with VELCRO® attachments
• Built in rod tube attachment on the front
• Additional gear attachment point on the back (gear straps not included)
• Rope haul handle
• Included adjustable shoulder strap
• Hypalon® exterior tool attachment points
• Front slash pocket for pliers or hemos
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• Four exterior zippered pockets
• Two additional side zippered coated mesh pockets
• Two interior large zippered pockets
• Two interior stash pockets made for extra reels or fly boxes
• Three interior coated mesh zippered pockets under the top lid

*Gear straps not included

420D nylon Cyclepond fabric
25 L (1,159 cu. in.)
17” x 8” x 10”
3.1lbs
GRGB-G (Granite)
Imported
MSRP $179.95

The ultimate “off-road” transportation - Maule bush plane with balloon tires.

DAKOTA ROD & REEL CASE (31” & 45”)

Fishing Trip Rule #742 - Every angler must have four rods on hand,
even if they are just headed down the street for carp. Additionally,
each rod must be matched with several reels and spare spools, which
must also be available at all times. Finally, the angler must have a
sandwich, bag of chips, and chocolate chip cookie within close reach.
How many cases do you really want to carry for all that stuff? Let’s
make it easy on you...just one, the Dakota Rod & Reel Case.
• Fishpond signature waterproof, molded bottom

Airline carry-on for 4 piece 9’ rods

• Adjustable, padded, removable interior dividers for reels and accessories
• Padded compartment with protective lid holds multiple rods in their socks
• Three mesh interior pockets
• Fishpond signature rope carry handle

DCRRC-G (Granite)
31” x 9” x 5”
Imported
MSRP $189.95

Switch & Spey (45”)
420D nylon Cyclepond fabric

• Nylon Cyclepond fabric interior and exterior

31” Dakota

Carry-on (31”)
420D nylon Cyclepond fabric

DCRRC-45-G (Granite)
45” x 9” x 5”
Imported
MSRP $219.95
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• Exterior zippered pocket for keys, phone, airline tickets, etc.

45” Dakota

Switch and Spey rod compaitible up to 13’6”

FISHING - GEAR & BAGS

THUNDERHEAD ROD & REEL CASE

Consider this your insurance policy against the leading cause
of broken rods and smashed up reels - sub-par storage. The
Thunderhead Rod & Reel Case features crushproof rod tube inserts
and a molded end cap to make sure your most valuable pieces of
gear stay protected. Cyclepond recycled fabric, welded waterproof
seams, and a water resistant zipper keep water, debris, and the
unexpected broadside wave at bay. Versatile enough to be carried
through the airport or lashed to the gunwales or frame of a boat via
lash tabs, make sure to stay covered in the harshest conditions.
• 1680D TPU coated nylon Cyclepond fabric
• YKK AquaGuard® water resistant zipper
• Durable, and crushproof rod tube inserts

1680D TPU coated nylon
Cyclepond fabric

Small size: (four piece rods)
36” x 8” x 6”
Weight: 3.4lbs
TRRC-4 (Shale)

MSRP $199.95
Imported

Large size: (two piece rods)
59” x 8” x 6”
Weight: 5.35lbs
TRRC-2 (Shale)
MSRP $249.95

• Molded end cap for protecting your reels
• Interior padding around reel seat
• Two lash tabs for securing to a boat frame
• Fishpond signature rope carry handle
• Removable and adjustable shoulder strap
• Velcro® accessory patch for fly storage

JACKALOPE ROD TUBE CASE

Ditch the rod tubes and just bring the socks! Securely fit more rods
with less space in this almost indestructible alternative carry system.
Feel confident your valuable rods will arrive safely no matter how
you ship them. Lightweight, rigid interior tubing walls create the
greatest protection for up to six 9ft, 4-piece rods.
• 420D nylon Cyclepond exterior, with ballistic fabric accents
• Designed for carry-on
• Store up to six 9 ft 4-piece rods
• Molded and zippered top and bottom for added protection and easy access
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• Lockable zippers on both ends
• Built in business card /identification holder
• Removable shoulder strap
• Compatible for the interior of most Fishpond luggage pieces

420D nylon Cyclepond exterior,
with ballistic fabric accents
Interior Dimensions: 29.5” x 4” dia
Exterior Dimensions: 32” x 5” dia
2.3 lbs

JRTC-G (Granite)
Imported
MSRP $99.95

STOWAWAY REEL CASE

The last thing you want to worry about when you travel is whether
your gear will arrive safely and in good working order. The impactresistant bottom and cushioned interior on the Stowaway Reel Case
will keep up to 10 reels protected in transit. Removable, padded
dividers allow for a range of configurations to fit fly boxes, and even
lenses or camera bodies when the need arises. Lets face it, long flights
are much better spent dreaming about the next journey.

420D nylon Cyclepond fabric
DIMENSIONS: 14.5” X 6” X 11”
WEIGHT:
2.05
Holds up to 10 reels
SRC-G
Imported
MSRP $99.95

• 420D nylon Cyclepond fabric
• Waterproof and impact-resistant molded bottom
• Exterior, coated mesh zippered pocket
• 2 interior, coated mesh zippered pockets
• 8 soft, padded, and removable interior dividers
• Soft padded interior lining
• Fishpond signature rope handle

RIPPLE REEL CASE

Reels, tools, more reels, extra spools. You can let all that gear jostle
around in your bag, getting misplaced and dinged as you rifle
through looking for it. Or, you can use the Ripple Reel Cases to keep
all that kit organized and safe - the padded sides and Fishpond
signature molded tops and bottoms make sure of that. Your call, but
we are going all-in on the latter method, before our buddies poach
our favorite fishing holes.
• 210D nylon Cyclepond fabric
• Adjustable, removable, Velcro® padded interior divider system
• Interior coated mesh zippered pocket
• Fishpond signature rope carry handle
• Protective molded top and bottom

210D nylon Cyclepond fabric
Large
12”x8”x5.5”
(Holds six larger-sized reels)
RRC-L-SA/SAB
(Sand Saddle Brown)
MSRP $59.95
Medium
10”x5”x4.5”
(Holds four freshwater reels or
two reels/2 spools)
RRC-M-TB
(Tidal Blue / Big Sky Blue)
MSRP $34.95
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Imported

FISHING - GEAR & BAGS

TOMAHAWK FLY TYING KIT

Unless you are lucky enough to have an area at home devoted solely
to fly tying, getting all your tools and materials out and ready is half
the battle in getting that box filled up. But with the Tomahawk Fly
Tying Kit, you can have everything organized ahead of time, all the
time. Multiple see-through windowed pouches, tubes for thread
spools, and even a vise storage area. Get busy tying flies.

420D rip-stop nylon, and
1680D ballistic fabric accent
18” x 14.5” x 6”
TFTK-AG (Aspen Green)
Imported
MSRP $179.95

• Two exterior padded pockets for vise and components
• Integrated internal vise storage pocket with two zippered compartments
• Eight large removable “see-through” zippered mesh material pockets
• Large 10”x16” zippered mesh pocket
• Four 10” clear tubes for thread spools
• Two 4.5”x9” x 1” molded plastic organizing boxes for hooks,
beads etc.
• Nine 4”x6”, Six 5”x 7”, and Nine 3”x4.5” re-sealable clear poly bags with Velcro® binding
attachment

Aspen Green

ROAD TRIP FLY TYING KIT

Designed to carry everything you’ll likely need for those late-night
sessions on the picnic table, in a compact, durable package. The
Road Trip sports a padded pocket for your vise, spool tubes, a ton of
pockets in various sizes, and a removable organizer box for hooks,
coneheads, etc. Headlamp and a tin cup for your favorite malted
beverage not included.
• Integrated internal vise storage pocket
• 22 small storage pockets
• Four large removable “see through” zippered mesh material pockets
• Two 9” clear tubes for thread spools
• One 4.5”x 9”x 1” molded plastic organizing box for hooks,
beads, etc.
• Six 4”x 6” re-sealable, clear, poly bags with Velcro® binding attachment
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• Six 3”x 4.5” re-sealable, clear, poly bags with Velcro® binding attachment

Sand

210D nylon, and 1680D
ballistic fabric accent
12” x 9.5” x 4”
RTFTK-S (Sand)
Imported
MSRP $89.95

NEW FOR 2020
RIVERBED CAMO
* AVAILABLE IN SELECT MODELS

NOMAD EL JEFE NET- RIVER ARMOR

EJ-RA (River Armor)

• Carbon Fiber, DuPont™ Kevlar® fiber, Fiberglass Composite
• Waterproof/weatherproof & buoyant
• 41.5” Length

COMPOSITE LANDING NETS

• Weight with rubber bag - 535g or 1.23lb

Nomad nets are made using a mixture of carbon fiber and fiber glass. The result is a very
lightweight and durable net. Nomad nets are built for the conditions that prevail where
great fishing exists; they are waterproof, UV protected, and float like a cork. All Nomad
nets come standard with a rubber bag.

• 13”W x 21.75”L Head
• Black rubber net
• Scale on handle
• Replacement Net Bag - NRRN-LC, NRRN-LBK, NRRN-DB

REPLACEMENT RUBBER NETS
• NRRN-12.5 - 12.5” Clear - $15.95
Works with: Native Net

6’

• NRRN-SC - 15” Clear - $18.95
• NRRN-SBK - 15” Black - $18.95
Works with: Hand Net, Emerger Net, Midlength Net, Guide Net

NOMAD MID-LENGTH NET- RIVER ARMOR

• NRRN-LC - 19” Clear - $22.95
• NRRN-LBK - 19” Black - $22.95
Works with: El Jefe Net, El Jefe Grande
Net, Boat Net

NMLN-RA (River Armor)

• Carbon Fiber, DuPont™ Kevlar® fiber, Fiberglass Composite
• Waterproof/weatherproof & buoyant
• 37” Length
• Weight with rubber bag - 400g or .88lb

• NRRN-DB - 19” DEEP, Black - $29.95
Works with: El Jefe Net, El Jefe Grande
Net, Boat Net

6’

• 13”W x 18”L Head
• Black rubber net
• Scale on handle
• Replacement Net Bag - NRRN-SC, NRRN-SBK
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BOAT

MID-BOAT

EL JEFE GRANDE

EL JEFE

GUIDE

MID-LENGTH

EMERGER

HAND

NATIVE

6’

NOMAD EMERGER NET - RIVER ARMOR
• Carbon Fiber, DuPont™ Kevlar® fiber, Fiberglass Composite

2020 COLOR OPTIONS
NATIVE

ORIGINAL

TAILWATER

• Waterproof/weatherproof & buoyant
• 32” Length

RIVERBED CAMO

BROWN TROUT

RIVER ARMOR

• Weight with rubber bag - 430g or .95lbs
• 10.125”W x 19.25”L Head
• Black rubber net
• Scale on handle
• Replacement Net Bag - NRRN-SC, NRRN-SBK

6’

DuPont™ and Kevlar® are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

NEN-RA (River Armor)

NOMAD NATIVE NET

• Carbon Fiber & Fiberglass composite
• Waterproof/weatherproof & buoyant
• 25.5” Length

Available Color Options:
NN-O (Original)
NN (Native)

• Weight with rubber bag - 340g or .75lbs

ORIGINAL

NATIVE

• 8.5”W x 17”L Head
• Clear rubber net

6’

• RiverKoat finish (Rubberized paint for the greatest grip when wet)
• Tinted Carbon weave
• Replacement Net Bag - NRRN-12.5

NOMAD HAND NET

• Carbon Fiber & Fiberglass composite
• Waterproof/weatherproof & buoyant
• 26” Length

ORIGINAL

TAILWATER

Available Color Options:
NHN-O (Original)
NHN-T (Tailwater)

• Weight with rubber bag - 400g or .88lbs
• 13”W x 18”L Head

6’

• Clear rubber net
• RiverKoat finish (Rubberized paint for the greatest grip when wet)
• Tinted Carbon weave
• Replacement Net Bag - NRRN-SC, NRRN-SBK

NOMAD EMERGER NET

• Carbon Fiber & Fiberglass composite
• Waterproof/weatherproof & buoyant
• 32” Length

ORIGINAL

BROWN TROUT

RIVER ARMOR

• Weight with rubber bag - 430g or .95lbs

Available Color Options:
NEN-O (Original)
NEN-BT (Brown Trout)
NEN-RA (River Armor)

• 10.125”W x 19.25”L Head
• Clear rubber net

6’

• RiverKoat finish (Rubberized paint for the greatest grip when wet)
• Tinted Carbon weave
• Replacement Net Bag - NRRN-SC, NRRN-SBK

NOMAD MID-LENGTH NET

• Carbon Fiber & Fiberglass composite
• Waterproof/weatherproof & buoyant
• 37” Length
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• Weight with rubber bag - 453g or 1lb

Available Color Options:
NMLN-O (Original)
NMLN-T (Tailwater)
NMLN-RC (Riverbed Camo)
NMLN-RA (River Armor)

• 13”W x 18”L Head

ORIGINAL

TAILWATER

RIVERBED CAMO RIVER ARMOR

• Clear rubber net
• RiverKoat finish (Rubberized paint for the greatest grip when wet)
• Tinted Carbon weave

6’

• Replacement Net Bag - NRRN-SC, NRRN-SBK

NOMAD GUIDE NET

• Carbon Fiber & Fiberglass composite
• Waterproof/weatherproof & buoyant

Available Color Options:
NGN-O (Original)

• 47.9” Length

ORIGINAL

• Weight with rubber bag - 498g or 1.1lbs
• 13”W x 18”L Head
• Clear rubber net
• RiverKoat finish (Rubberized paint for the greatest grip when wet)
• 27” scale on the front of the handle
• Tinted carbon weave
• Replacement Net Bag - NRRN-SC, NRRN-SBK

6’

NOMAD EL JEFE NET

• Carbon Fiber & Fiberglass composite
• Waterproof/weatherproof & buoyant
• 41.5” Length
• Weight with rubber bag - 535g or 1.23lbs

Available Color Options:
EJ-O (Original)
EJ-RC (Riverbed Camo)
EJ-RA (River Armor)

• 13”W x 21.75”L Head

ORIGINAL

RIVERBED CAMO RIVER ARMOR

• Clear Rubber Net
• RiverKoat finish (Rubberized paint for the greatest grip when wet)

6’

• Tinted carbon weave
• Scale on handle
• Replacement Net Bag - NRRN-LC, NRRN-LBK, NRRN-DB

NOMAD EL JEFE GRANDE NET

• Carbon Fiber & Fiberglass composite
• Waterproof/weatherproof & buoyant

Available Color Options:
EJG-O (Original)

• 52.4” Length
• Weight with rubber bag - 610g or 1.3lbs
• 13”W x 21.75”L Head
• Clear Rubber Net
• RiverKoat finish (Rubberized paint for the greatest grip when wet)
• Olive carbon weave

ORIGINAL

6’

• 27” scale on the front of the handle
• Replacement Net Bag - NRRN-LC, NRRN-LBK, NRRN-DB

NOMAD MID-LENGTH BOAT NET

• Carbon Fiber & Fiberglass composite
• Waterproof/weatherproof & buoyant
• 44.75” Length

Available Color Options:
NMLBN-O (Original)
NMLBN-SC (Salty Camo)

• Weight with rubber bag - 560g or 1.23lbs
• 16”W x 24.75”L Head
• Clear Rubber Net
• RiverKoat finish (Rubberized paint for the greatest grip when wet)
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ORIGINAL

Salty Camo

NOMAD BOAT NET

6’

• Olive carbon weave
• Replacement Net Bag - NRRN-LC, NRRN-LBK, NRRN-DB

• Carbon Fiber & Fiberglass composite
• Waterproof/weatherproof & buoyant
• 55” Length

Available Color Options:
NBN-O (Original)
NBN-RC (Riverbed Camo)

• Weight with rubber bag - 737g or 1.6lbs
• 16”W x 24.75”L Head
• Clear Rubber Net
• RiverKoat finish (Rubberized paint for the greatest grip when wet)

ORIGINAL

RIVERBED CAMO

• 27” scale on the front of the handle
• Olive carbon weave
• Replacement Net Bag - NRRN-LC, NRRN-LBK, NRRN-DB

6’

Proud to call Colorful Colorado home.

ARROWHEAD RETRACTOR

Quite possibly the most purposeful, elegant, and timeless piece
of design by mankind is the arrowhead. This iconic treasure brings
back visions of our American identity like nothing else. We add to
this legacy with a new age tool that is machined and hand-crafted in
Colorado. Instead of stone, we use 6060 aerospace aluminum. This
could be the most purposeful and useful tool for any angler.

3.75” x 1.25”
Weight: 0.8 oz
AHR-M (Moss)
AHR-BR (Blackrock)
MADE IN USA
MSRP $29.95

• 6061 aerospace aluminum
• 130lb test braided nylon line, with break strength of 147lbs
• Built in carabiner clip attaches to D-rings, Hypalon® tabs, sternum strap loops, coated
webbing, etc.

CONFLUENCE NET RELEASE

A complete magnetic net release system with the quality and
attention to detail you expect from Fishpond. The perfect accessory
to keep your Nomad Net close and always at the ready.

CNR-L (Lichen)
MSRP $29.95
Imported

• 8lb magnet pull force
• 12” coil expands to 96”
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• Rubber strap to attach to top or botttom of net

NOMAD END CAP

Molded rubber end cap designed to fit all models of the Nomad Net
Series. Adds an additional level of durability to the bottom of your
favorite net.
• Fits all Nomad Nets

NEND
MSRP $4.95
Imported

HEADGATE TIPPET HOLDER

When you use Fishpond’s all-new headgate tippet dispenser, you
will wonder why no one has thought of anything like it before.
The spring loaded hinge design allows an angler to easily add,
remove, and carry most tippet spools with ease. Just clip it on
somewhere close and forget about the days of fishing through
your waders, vest or pack searching for those loose spools.
Dropped your nippers on the hike in? Not to worry, the Headgate
also features a built-in replaceable cutting blade for ultimate
convenience.

3.5” x 4” (with clip)
3.5” x 2.5” (without clip)
8mm diameter aluminum
Weight: 1.4 oz
HGTH-L (Lichen)
Imported
MSRP $19.95

• Annodized aerospace aluminum
• Retractor/lanyard attachment hole
• Replaceable razorblade line cutter
• Holds 7 tippet spools
• Secure spring loaded pull for access to change spools
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HEADGATE TIPPET HOLDER XL

The all new Headgate XL is an enlarged version of our popular
Headgate. The new XL size was designed specifically for holding
4” spools so you can have the same great features as our standard
size when you’re saltwater fishing. Also, if you want to hold a larger
variety of standard spools, the XL can hold up to thirteen. When you
use Fishpond’s Headgate tippet dispensers, you will wonder why no
one has thought of anything like it before. The spring loaded hinge
design allows an angler to easily add, remove, and carry most tippet
spools with ease. Just clip it on somewhere close and forget about
the days of looking through your waders, vest, or pack searching for
those loose spools.

6” x 4.75” (with clip)
6” x 3.25” (without clip)
9mm diameter aluminum
Weight: 2.4 oz
HGTH-XL
Imported
MSRP $29.95

• Anodized aerospace aluminum and stainless steel
• Holds 13 standard spools
• Holds five 4” spools
• Secure spring loaded pull for access to change spools
• Two rubber gaskets for keeping spools secure
• Durable plastic clip can be clipped onto most any Fishpond pack, vest, or gear bag
• Plastic clip can be removed so that the headgate can be threaded through daisy chains or
Hypalon® tunnels found on most any Fishpond pack or gear bag
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360º SWIVEL RETRACTORS

Fly fishing is a game of fooling, and the Fishpond 360 Degree
Swivel Retractor is designed to be fool-proof. Once pinned to your
vest or pack, it can rotate 360 degrees, thereby keeping what’s
attached accessible and untangled. The retractor coil hides inside
the durable aluminum retractor body until you need it.

3.75” x .625
SR-L (Lichen)
SR-GM (Gunmetal)
Imported
MSRP $18.95

• Patented, “push button” locking pin-mount mechanism swivels
360-degrees
• Durable UV protected polyurethane retractor coil

SWIFT CURRENT THERMOMETER

What’s your preference? This re-designed thermometer measures
water temperature from 20 to 120 degrees Fahrenheit or from -10
to 50 degrees Celsius.
• Rugged aerospace aluminum case helps protect thermometer from breakage
• Retractor/lanyard attachment cap helps prevent accidental loss

4.625” x .5”
SCT-B (Blue)
SCT-GM (Gun Metal)
Imported
MSRP $18.95
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• Easy-to-read temperature scale

FISHPOND GEAR STRAPS

Because there isn’t a worse feeling than arriving somewhere and
realizing your rod somehow didn’t. Fishpond “No Slide” fabric
means that unlike mere webbing straps, your rod tube isn’t going to
slip out before you want it to.
• Secure Velcro® closure
• TPU coated webbing grips well, and stays dry
• Allows attachment of a rod to many Fishpond products

10” in length
FPGS
2 Pieces
Imported
MSRP $6.95

TIPPET SPOOL CORD

A tippet spool holder is a tippet spool holder, unless it’s from
Fishpond. The Tippet Spool Cord combines flexibility with
incomparable simplicity to take care of all commercially available
tippet spools. Designed for easy-on, easy-off spool management, it
has clips on both sides so you can secure it almost anywhere.

4” in length
FPTC
Imported
MSRP $8.95

• Attaches to D-rings, cord loops
• Nylon cord with plastic sheath
• Duraflex clips for easy on/off attchment

PIOPOD (PACK IT OUT) MICROTRASH CONTAINER

The PIOPOD’s are an angler essencial that is designed for micro
trash to be packed out and disposed of appropriately. Available in
two sizes so you can pack it out regardless if your are in a drift boat,
skiff, car, local stream, or backpacking deep in the backcountry. Help
do your part to keep our wild places free of trash.

PIOPOD
3.2” x 1.9” dia.
PIO-AC (Assorted Colors)
Made in USA
Patent Pending
MSRP $12.95

• Readily accepts paper and plastic wrappers, drowned cigarette
butts, etc.
• Designed to facilitate containment of waste monofilament line and tippet, which can
endure in the wild for hundreds of years
• Can be clipped to a belt, fabric loop, D-ring, or fishing lanyard
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LARGEMOUTH PIOPOD (PACK IT OUT)

Wildness connects us to the core of our purpose and makes us
recognize our individual strengths. We can all make sure we are
doing something every time we are out. The PIOPOD’s are an angler
essencial that is designed for micro trash to be packed out and
disposed of appropriately. Available in two sizes so you can pack it
out regardless if your are in a drift boat, skiff, car, local stream, or
backpacking deep in the backcountry. Help do your part to keep our
wild places free of trash.

Largemouth PIOPOD
6.75” x 3.75” di. (at widest point)
LMPIO-CO (Cutthroat Orange)
LMPIO-SB (Steelhead Blue)
Made in USA
Patent Pending
MSRP $19.95

Largemouth PIOPOD
• Rugged, durable, Recycled PP construction with unique elastomeric cap readily accepts
used leader, tippet, wrappers, drowned cigarette butts, etc.
• Specially designed to facilitate containment of waste monofilament line and tippet, and
other plastics which can endure in the wild for hundreds of years
• Designed to fit in any standard cupholder in your car or on your boat
• Side attachment point makes it easy to zip-tie to a D-ring or lash to a boat
Largemouth
Largemouth PIOPOD
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SANDBAR TRAVEL POUCH

The Sandbar Travel Pouch provides an efficient system for staying
organized on your next outdoor travel adventure. Whether you’re
storing extra tippet, tools, sunscreen, or insect repellent, these
durable, laminated mesh pouches will keep everything in place
throughout the journey. Designed so that you can see the contents
without having to fish around inside.
• Splash proof, and transparent TPU clear coated mesh body
• Pleated bottom for upright storage

LUGGAGE TAG

SBTP-S
Small 6” x 8”
MSRP $12.95
SBTP-M
Medium 8” x 10”
MSRP $14.95
SBTP-L
Large 10” x 14”
MSRP $19.95

• Three convenient sizes

Imported

Stylish, molded rubber identification tag that will take the abuse of
airline travel. Known to smooth relations with pesky customs agents,
from Nassau to Kamchatka.

4.5” x 2.5”

• Clear ID window holds business card

FLT-C/BO (Charcoal Burnt Orange)
Imported
MSRP $6.95

• Flexible synthetic material to take the abuse of travel
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FISHPOND SUSHI ROLL

Large streamers finally have a place to call home without being
crushed, smashed, flattened and put to bed wet without having
a chance to dry. The Fishpond Sushi Roll is our own unique and
innovative solution for a conveniently sized carry system to protect
and store streamer flies for easy viewing and selection.When not
rolled, it lays flat as a working platform, but when rolled a spacial
dimension between layers gives streamers the necessary space to
breath. Add a little rice and it would almost look good enough to
eat!
• Roll-up fly storage (great for streamers and saltwater flies)
• Ultra tough exterior fabric
• Foam spacers to prevent flies from being crushed and allow
breathability
• Foam inner layer for securing flies
• Patent Pending

SR-XL (X Large)
15”x16”
MSRP $39.95
SR-LG (Large)
10” x 16”
MSRP $29.95
SR-SM (Small)
10.5” x 7.25”
MSRP $24.95
Imported

BEAVERTAIL FLY PATCH

This molded fly patch with high visibility foam integrates into a
variety of Fishpond packs and bags.
• Two sided Velcro™ for multiple configuration options.
• Can be looped over webbing straps for secure attachment, or placed directly on Velcro™
attachment panels

FLOATANT BOTTLE HOLDER

Can I borrow some floatant dude? Where’s yours? I don’t know - I
think it fell out of my pack somewhere on the trail. Well it’s going
to cost you some tasty beverages after we’re done. Hmm. See...if
you had a Fishpond Floatant Bottle Holder, casually hooked to a
cord loop or D-ring on your vest or pack, you wouldn’t have been
forced into such a deal.

3.5”x 2”
BTFP
Imported
MSRP $12.95

FH-BT (Brown Trout)
FH-S (Steelhead)
FH-CO (Cutthroat Orange)
Imported
MSRP $9.95

• Quick clip with swivel
• TPU coated webbing body
• Stretchable elastic bottle holder accommodates most dry shake bottles
• Hypalon tab with die cut hole for the bottle cap
• Molded logo
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DRY SHAKE BOTTLE HOLDER

Shake, rattle, and roll.
• Quick clip with swivel
• TPU coated jacquard fishpond webbing body
• Stretchable elastic bottle holder accommodates most dry shake bottles
• Hypalon base

DSBH-BT (Brown Trout)
DSBH-S (Steelhead)
DSBH-CO (Cutthroat Orange)
Imported
MSRP $9.95

• Molded logo
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MOLDED WATER BOTTLE HOLDER

Good things in life don’t sag. Think about it. When ice cream sags,
it means a surefire melty mess. When water bottle holders sag,
it means losing your favorite beverage to the river gods. With
Fishpond’s Molded Water Bottle Holder, there’s a bombproof way
to eliminate sag and keep your beverage secure.
• Webbing strap attachment works with most Fishpond packs
• Locking drawstring closure at the top
• Mesh pouch with rugged ballistic nylon bottom
• Bottle not included
• 4 Way lash tab
• Hypalon attachment points for tools
• Webbing loop for gear attachment

LMDWBH
7” x 3” dia.
MSRP $22.95
MDWBH
5” x 3” dia.
MSRP $19.95
Imported

Large

QUICKSHOT ROD HOLDER 2.0

The closest thing to having a full time rod caddie on the water with
you. A pack of GT’s at 2 o’clock 120’ out and they are coming in hot!
Get that bonefish rod out of your hand and grab the 12wt that is
neatly tucked onto the side of your pack. With the pinch of a buckle,
the switch has been made and it’s time to strip line, make the shot,
and do battle. Having the right tool for the job when you need it
is crucial for success. This is why we have designed a clean system
that keeps your fully rigged rods fully secured, at the ready, and
completely out of your way while fishing. From your favorite trout
stream to far-off angling destinations, we have your success in mind.
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• Updated from our first version, the new 2.0 Quikshot Rod Holder has an improved back
attachment for using on Fishpond packs and on wader belts.
• Also updated from the previous version, the rod holder has been simplified to no longer
use a magnetic release, which means strong winds and heavy reels won’t force the
magnetic clasp open. The new side release buckle is stronger but still opens with the pinch
of your fingers.
• Thermoformed molded rod holder cradles any size rod handle
• Webbing loop with a polytube overlay for holding the butt of a standard rod or a fighting
butt
• Quik release buckle with webbing adjustment secures the rod handle into the rod cradle,
and releases your fully rigged rod with just one quick pinch.
• Includes upper magnetic closure to add additional stability when using our backpacks
• Adjustable back attachment system will attach to the molded tabs found on many Fishpond
products, or to most Wader belts. The system can be adjsuted to fit to 30mm or 50mm
width webbing.
• Compatible with the Thunderhead Submersible Backpack, Thunderhead Submersible
Sling (not recommended for right hand casters), Thunderhead Submersible Lumbar Pack,
Cutbank Gear Bag, and Windriver Roll-top Backpack. *All compaible pack models are 2018
or newer.

5.5” x 4.5” x 0.56”
2.4 oz
QSRH-2.0
Imported
MSRP $29.95

Comin’ in hot! Henry’s Fork, Idaho.

Casting for Recovery ED, Whitney Milhoan, taking the high road. Cottonwood Creek, Wyoming
Tried and true - gear built to stand the test of time.

EDDY RIVER HAT
NOW AVAILABLE IN S & XL

The sweeping round curved brim and the pinched crown of a
cowboy hat was possibly the most defining symbol of the American
West. This hat was developed to provide maximum protection from
the sun and stand up to daily abuse. At Fishpond we have lived
under these hats for decades and wanted to add our own spin to
the American tradition with our Eddy River hat.
• Fishpond brown trout webbing accent
• 5” Brim
• Guatamalan Palm

ERH-S (7”)
MSRP $59.95
ERH-M (7 1/4”)
MSRP $59.95
ERH-L (7 3/8”)
MSRP $59.95
ERH-XL (7 5/8”)
MSRP $59.95
Made in Mexico

• Available in S, M, L, XL
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FISHPOND SUN PROTECTION

Fishing skinny in the low country, South Carolina

Protect yourself from harmful UVA/UVB rays with all natural sun
screen, sun stick, and lip balm. Fishpond has developed these
products with Joshua Tree, an industry leader in organic skin care.
• All natural ingedients
• UVA/UVB protection
• SPF 30 sunscreen
• SPF 50 sun screen stick
• SPF 15 lip balm

FPSS (Sun Screen)
MSRP $9.95
FPFS (Face Stick)
MSRP $9.95
FPLB (Lip Balm)
MSRP $4.5
Made in the USA

FISHPOND HATS
One-size-fits-most
MSRP $24.95
Imported
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MEATHEAD HAT- CHARCOAL/SLATE
SKU: MHH-C/S

SLAB TRUCKER HAT- SANDSTONE/BROWN
SKU: STH-S/B

MAORI TROUT HAT- SANDSTONE/SLATE
SKU: MTH-S/S

LAS PAMPAS HAT- REDROCK/SLATE
SKU: LPH-R/S

PESCADO HAT- REDROCK/SLATE
LOW PROFILE SKU: PH-LP-R/S
MID-CROWN SKU: PH-R/S

RAINBOW TROUT HAT- OLIVE
SKU: RTH-O

BROOKIE HAT- OLIVE
SKU: BH-O
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DRIFTER HAT- GRANITE/CLOUDS
LOW PROFILE SKU: DH-LP-G/C
MID-CROWN SKU: DH-G/C
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LECOQELTON TROUT HAT- FULL BACK
SKU: LTH-FB

FOAMY BROWN HAT- LIMESTONE/ BARK
SKU:FBH-L/B

DON’T TREDD HAT- CHARCOAL/SLATE
SKU: DTH-C/S

KING TRUCKER HAT- MIST
SKU: KTH-M

CRUISER TROUT HAT- FULL BACK- CHALK BLUFF
SKU: CTH-FB-C/B

DRIFTER FOAM TRUCKER HAT- BROWN/CREAM
DFTH-B/C

PESCADO HAT- CUTTY ORANGE
SKU: PTH-CO

PESCADO HAT- FULL BACK- GRANITE
SKU: PH-FB-G

KING VISOR- GRANITE
SKU: KV-G

FISHPOND T-SHIRTS
The fabric in our tri-blend shirts is made from organic US-grown cotton, recycled polyester, and
TENCEL™ Modal– three fibers that not only produce a luxuriously soft shirt, but are better for the
environment as well. Our shirts are proudly sewn in Haiti for a living wage.
• Organic Cotton, Recycled polyester, Modal
• US fabrics sewn in Haiti for a living wage
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MSRP $29.95

King Shirt (Granite)
KS-G
MSRP $29.95

Drifter Shirt (Granite)
DS-G
MSRP $29.95

Local Shirt (Olive)
LS-O
MSRP $29.95

TRUCHA WEBBING BELT

Head straight from the river to happy hour with the rugged,
non-slip construction of the Fish Head webbing belt. The nylon
webbing can be trimmed to size and sealed off with a little flame
for a completely custom fit.

52.5”

• Zinc, non-slip belt buckle

MSRP $24.95

TIDAL BLUE

TWB-BO (Burnt Orange)
TWB-TB (Tidal Blue)
TWB-SG (Sage Green)
Imported

• 1.5” wide nylon webbing belt
SAGE GREEN

BURNT ORANGE

• Adjustable for most sizes
• Length: 52.5”
• 100% recycled nylon webbing

SALTY DOG COLLAR AND LEASH

Dogs have repeatedly asked us for this, and we listened. Don’t give
your dog an inferiority complex on the river by strutting around in
your new Fishpond pack while he has to wear that ratty old collar.
And you wonder why she keeps pulling? Because she’s embarrassed
by that old leash.

Salty Dog Collars:

• Colorfast nylon webbing won’t stain

Salty Dog Leashes: 6 ft.

Brown Trout

Medium 15”-24”
SDC-M-BT (Brown Trout)
SDC-M-S (Steelhead)
SDC-M-CO (Cutthroat Orange)
Imported
MSRP $19.95

• Adjustable quick-release buckle, fits most sizes

SDL-BT (Brown Trout)
SDL-S (Steelhead)
SDL-CO (Cutthroat Orange)
Imported
MSRP $24.95

The lightweight, collapsible, and leak-proof Bow Wow bowl is
designed with easy packing and convenient travel in mind for life
on the road with your best friend. Works great for mac and cheese in
a pinch, too...after your dog is finished with it, of course.

10.10oz Waxed Canvas

Steelhead

Cutthroat Orange

BOW WOW TRAVEL FOOD AND WATER BOWL
FOOD BOWLS

WATER BOWLS

• 10.10oz Certified Organic Cotton Waxed Canvas exterior
• Heavy-duty, waterproof/leakproof nylon Cyclepond lining
• Drawstring cinch closure on food bowl makes transporting food easy

8” diameter
Bow Wow Travel Food Bowl:
BWTFB-PM (Peat Moss)
MSRP $29.95
Bow Wow Travel Water Bowl:
BWTWB-PM (Peat Moss)
MSRP $29.95
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Imported

Peat Moss

Peat Moss

FISHPOND STICKERS
SALTY STICKER BUNDLE
(SWSB) 8 Various Salty Stickers MSRP $19.95

(LS-6) Local Sticker - 6” MSRP $2.5

(DTREDS-6) Don’t Tredd on Me - 6” MSRP $ 2.5

(CTS-6) Cruiser Sticker- 6” MSRP $2.5

FRESHWATER BUNDLE
(FWSB) 11 Various Freshwater Stickers MSRP $ 19.95

(MTS-O7) Maori Trout Sticker- Overcast 7” MSRP $4
(BTS-5) Brookie Sticker - 5” MSRP $3

(SKS-5.5) Sunrise King Sticker - 5.5” MSRP $2.5

(EPS-5) Endless Permit Sticker - 5” MSRP $2.5

(MHS-6) Meathead Sticker - 6” MSRP $2.5

(DS-5.5) Drifter Sticker - 5” MSRP $2.5

(LPS-6) Las Pampas Sticker - 6” MSRP $2.5

THERMAL DIE CUT STICKERS

FISHPOND STICKERS
Thermal Die Cut Sticker - Dorsal Fin
FLUORESCENT ORANGE
4” (TS-DF-4) - $5

Thermal Die Cut Sticker - Salty Fin

AQUA
4” (TS-DF-4-A) - $5

AQUA
4” (TS-SF-4-A) - $5
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Thermal Die Cut Sticker - Pescado
FLUORESCENT ORANGE AQUA
8” (TS-P-8) - $6
8” (TS-P-8-A) - $6
4” (TS-P-4-A) - $5
4” (TS-P-4) - $5

Thermal Die Cut Sticker - Double Haul

Thermal Die Cut Sticker - Permit
FLUORESCENT ORANGE
6” (TS-P-6) - $5
Thermal Die Cut Sticker - Redfish
8” (TS-RF-8) - $6

FLUORESCENT ORANGE
4.5” (TS-DH-4.5) - $5

AQUA
6” (TS-P-6-A) - $5

AQUA
4.5” (TS-DH-4.5-A) - $5

Thermal Die Cut Sticker - Headwater
FLUORESCENT ORANGE
4.5” (TS-HW-4.5) - $5

AQUA
4.5” (TS-HW-4.5-A) - $5

(FPBS-10) Fishpond Boat Sticker - 10” MSRP $6
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A lone cottonwood stands guard over the open spaces of the Sangre de Cristo Valley, Colorado.

